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ACADEMIC SENATE

Academic Senate Agenda
Tuesday. May 24. 1988
3:00-5:00 p.m.
UU220
I.

Minutes:
Approval of the May 10, 1988 Minutes (pp. 7-12).

II .

Communications:
A.
Materials available for reading in the Academic Senate office (pp. 3-6).
B.
President Baker's response to AS-274-88/PPC "Resolution on Academic
Promotions" (pp. 13-17).
C.
President Baker's response to AS-275-88/PPC "Resolution on Tenure for
Academic Employees" (pp. 18-21 ).
D.
President Baker's response to AS-279-88/LRPC "Resolution on Enrollment
Growth ... " (pp. 22-26).
E.
Summer Institute at the San Diego Supercomputer Center, August 8-19, 1988
(pp. 27-30) .
F.
Memo from Levenson to Deans/Dept Heads re Symposium on Print Media and
Illiteracy (p . 31 ).
G.
Letter from Duval to Geigle re CSU Foreign Language Baccalaureate
Requirement (pp. 32-34).

III.

Reports:
A.
President
B.
Academic Affairs Office
C.
Statewide Senators

IV.

Consent Agenda:

V.

Business Items :
A.
Resolution on Sexual Harassment Policy-Duerk, Chair of the Status of
Women Committee, Second Reading (pp. 35-44a).
B.
Revised Resolution on Cheating and Plagiarism-Beardsley, Chair of
the Fairness Board Committee, Second Reading (pp. 45-48).
C.
Resolution on Modification of "Application for Leave of Absence With
Pay" Form-Adalian, Chair of the University Professional Leave
Committee, Second Reading (p. 49).
Resolution on Criteria for Approval of Leave of Absence With Pay
D.
Proposals-Adalian, Chair of the University Professional Leave
Committee, Second Reading (p . 50).
Resolution on Membership Requirements for School-wide/Library
E.
Professional Leave Committees-Adalian , Chair of the University
Professional Leave Committee, Second Reading (p. 51) .

Continued on Page Two ------>

F.
G.
H.
I.

Resolution on Initial Appointments of Tenure Track Faculty-Murphy,
Chair of the Personnel Policies Committee, Second Reading (p . 52).
Resolution on the Distribution of Resumes During the Peer Review
Process-Murphy, Chair of the Personnel Policies Committee, Second
Reading (p. 53).
Resolution on Consolidated Recommendations of Peer Review
Committees-Murphy, Chair of the Personnel Policies Committee,
Second Reading (p. 54).
Resolution on the Assessment Process at Cal Poly-Lewis, Chair of the
General Education and Breadth Committee, Second Reading (pp. 55
57).

].
K.

Resolution on Library Acquisition Funds-Calvin, Chair of the Library
Committee, Second Reading (pp . 58-68) .
Resolution on Recommendation of Commendation-Kersten (to be
distributed).

VI.

Discussion Items:

VII .

Adjournment:

-3Matcrials Available for Reading in the Academic Senate Office (FOB 25ll)
(New reading materials highlighted in bold)

I;

1987-88 AY

Minutes from the bimonthly meetings of the Multiple-Criteria Admissions
Program Technical Study Group (Cal Poly. SLO)

lune19S7

Documents/statistics/reports/etc . provided at the Student Retention
Conference in june 1987

6/10/87

Correspondence from Eric Seastrand reallocation of lottery funds to the CSU
and Board of Trustees' Committee on Finance Report on the Lottery Revenue
Budget Process

6/22/87

Publications from the Office of the Chancellor re Teacher Education

7/14/87

CSU Committee of the Whole: New Priority T(_)pics for 1987-88

7/28/87

Status Report #4-FY 1987/88. CSU Final Budget Quarterly Internal Report on=
Enrollment-Summer 1987 (Cal Poly, SLO)

july 1987

The Master Plan Renewed. Commission for the Review of the Master Plan for
Higher Education

8/3/87

Quarterly Internal Report on Enrollment-Summer 1987 (Cal Poly, SLO)

Aug 1987

Subject Matter Assessment of Prospective.English Teachers (CSU)

9/4/87

Capital Outlay Program 1988-89

9/15/87

Board of Trustees' Agenda. September 15/16. 1987

9/23/87

1986/87 Discretionary Fund Reports (Cal Poly. SLO)

10/12/87

Executive Review Policies and Procedures

10/20/87

funding Excellence in Higher Education (CPEC)
The State's Interest in Student Outcomes Assessment (CPEC)
State Incentive Funding Approaches for Promoting Quality in California
Higher Education: A Prospectus (CPEC)
Assembly Bill #2016- Higher Education Talent Development

October 1987

CPSUFOUNDATIONAnnualReport 1986-1987

10/28/87

State Incentive Funding Approaches (memo from Kerschner to VPAA's
dated 10/28/87)

l0/30/87

Organizational charts of administrative positions throughout the CSU syslem.
(CSU)

11/2/87

Academic Mainframe Computer Replacement Plan (CSU)

11/5/87

Eat·thquake Status Report (CSU. Los Angeles)

I 1/6/87

Quarterly Internal Repocl on Enrollmen l-Fall l9S7 (Cal Poly, SLO)

-4Malerials Available for Reading in the Academic Senate Office (FOB 251I)
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11/11/87

CSU Academic Performance Report 1986-87 (CSU)

11/12/87

Retreat Rights for Academic Administrators (Cal Poly, SLO)

11/16/87

Summary Notes of the President's Council Meetings (Cal Poly, SLO)

11/16/87

Status of Current Major Capital Outlay Projects (Cal Poly, SLO)

Nov 1987

Computer-Aided Productivity Center (Cal Poly SLO)

Nov 1987

Development Activities of the University Relations Division (Cal Poly, SLO)

Nov 1987

Recommendations of the Commission for the Review of the Master Pian

Nov 1987

Cal Poly IBM Specialty Center (Cal Poly, SLOf

Nov 1987

International Programs Bulletin 1987-1988 (Office of International
Programs, CSU)

11/13/87

Internationalizing Undergraduate Education Conference Highlights (CSU)

11/13/87

Asilomar Retreat of the Academic Senate CSU (Nov 13-15. 1987). Summary of
the Executive Committee and campus Senate chairs' meetings (Academic
Senate CSU)

11/30/87

Allocation of MPPP Awards 1987-88 (number of awards to each school) (Cal
Poly, SLO)

12/1/87

Summer Bridge and Intensive Learning Experience: Second Year Evaluation
(CSU)

1/12/88

CSU Systemwide Full-Time Faculty by Tenure Status. Sex and Ethnicity: 1975
1987 (CSU)

jan '88

CALIFORNIA DEMOGRAPHICS: IMPACT ON EDUCATION- CAL POLY. HAROLD
HODGKINSON, A LECTURE IN CHUMASH AUDITORIUM (Video Cassette)
CALIFORNIA: THE STATE AND ITS EDUCATION SYSTEM by Harold L. Hodgkinson
(booklet)

1/14/88

Enrollment by Ethnic Categories in the California State Colleges (Cal Poly)

1/6/88

Report of the Technical Study Group on the Multiple-Criteria Applicant
Selection Process (Cal Poly)

l/14/88

Statistical Abstract to july 1986 (CSU)

1/20/88

CSU IBM Academic Mainframe Speciality Center (CSU)

1/22/88

Call for Proposals for Academic Computing Enhancement Institute Project
Funding (CSU)
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1/27/88

Status Report #3- FY 1988/89 Governor's Budget (Cal Poly)

1128/88

State Policy for Faculty Development in Public Higher Education
(California Postsecondary Education Commission)

1/29/88

Foundation Financial Reports for December 31. 1987 (Cal Poly Foundation)

Feb '88

Exploring Faculty Development in Higher Education (California
Postsecondary Education Commission)

2/1/88

joint Legislative Hearing on the Master Plan (Academic Senate CSU)

2/3/88

Lottery Funding for 1988-89/General Guidelines (CSU)

113/88

CPEC High School Eligibility Study (Trustees of the CSU)

2/4/88

Size, Growth, and Cost of Administration at the California State University
(California Postsecondary Education Commission)

2/5/88

Request for Proposals for Academic Program Improvement 1988-89 (CSU)

2/8/88

Proposal on the Performing Arts Center (Cal Poly)

2/8/88

Campus Liability Regarding Personal Property of Faculty Members (Trustees
of the CSU)

2/9/88

CSU Admissions Criteria (Academic Senate CSU)

2/10/88

CPEC Study of State Incentive Funding Approaches (CSU)

2/29/88

The Teacher/Scholar Summer Institute for Faculty in the California State
University, June 12-17. 1988 (CSU)

3/3/88

Memo from Kerschner to Campus Presidents re Student Suicide (CSU)

3/8/88

THE ACADEMIC PLANS: Summary of Projected Programs (CSU)

3/15/88

Initial Release of Faculty Positions for the 1988 Summer Quarter

3/21/88

Status Report #4-Analysis of the 1988/89 Budget Bill: Report of the
Legislative Analyst to the joint Legislative Budget Committee (Cal Poly)

3/23/88

Lottery Revenue Budget 1988-89 (CSU)

3/24/88

The Future of the Pacific Rim is Now: Opportunities and Challenges for the
CSU (The Pacific Rim Commission of the CSU)

3/24/88

Study of Graduate Education in The California State University (CSU)

3125/88

Modified Eligibility Indices for Admission to CSU-Executive Order No 523
(CSU)

-6Materials Available for Reading in the Academic Senate Office (FOB 25H)
Page Four
4/8/88

STATE SPENDING LIMIT (background documents relative to Propositions 71
and 72) (Cal Poly)

4/15/88

Teacher/Scholar: Summer Institute for CSU Faculty, june 13-17, 1988
[Conference description and application forms] (CSU)

4/19/88

Recommendations from the CSU Outreach and Recruitment Advisory
Committee (CSU)

April 1988

1987-88 Statistical Report. Number 3 - Enrollment by Ethnic
Group. April 1988 (CSU)

California Polytechni( State University

State of California
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Memorandum
A. Charles Crabb, Chair
Acadanic Senate

San luis Obispo, CA 93407

RECEIVED
MAY 2 1988

Academic Senate

Date

April 26, 1988

File No.:

ASRES274

Copies.:

Malcolm Wilson
Jan Pieper

From

Subject:

Resolution on Acadanic Pranotions {AS-274-88/PPC) .

The subject resolution has been carefully reviewed. I am pleased that the
Senate has taken the initiative to propose a CAM revision which will update
and clarify our pranotion policy.
I generally agree with the reccmnenda
tions of the Acadanic Senate with the exception of language that li.mits the
current authority and delegation of responsibility to the President fran the
Board of Trustees {Title 5) . Approval of the resolution is made with the
understanding that the changes listed below will be incorporated into the
policy statement. Appended is the final text for CAM 342.2B, with revisions
noted, and it will becane effective July 1, 1988. It is my understanding
that Personnel Policies Ccmni.ttee is considering additional language in CAM
to cover pranotion of librarians.
1.

342.2A, last sentence should be modified.

I recognize that there have been sane problens associated with pranoting
same of the administrators with the tracking classification of Acadanic
Specialist. However, the Senate 1 s proposal would mean that no faculty member
could be realistically considered for an administrative position unless
he/she had attained the rank of full professor. It is in the best interest
of the University to retain maximum flexibility in selecting acadanic
administrators. Furthennore, in same cases acadanic administrators remain
partially involved in their department and may eam advancement in academic
rank. For these reasons, I have concluded that the sentence should be
changed to read:

·:··
.

. ... . ... .

In addition, persons {other than department heads/chairs) whose primary
duties are administrative shall not he-'el-ig'ibl:e-ror-aeadeTI:ie-p~ be
adval}ced ·in· -acadE!Illic rank. with,out consultation ~i th the .. tenpred facUltyof .. .
· higher rank fri:irl the apprOpriate ·'department~ ·... · ··: · ·. ·. · ~
· · · · .· · · ·
: ·· ·

2.

342.2B.2, second paragraph:

nris creates a new procedural step of requiring each dean to send a copy
of the Faculty Resume Worksheet to every candidate. It should be the
candidate 1 s responsibility to obtain the infonna.tion. As written, the
proposal would increase the possibility of unnecessary grievances in the
event a candidate did not receive the worksheet fran the dean. I believe

...

~

.

A. Charles Crabb
April 26, 1988
Page 2
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the following statement, which is currently in CAM, should be retained and
substituted for the proposed language in 342.2B.2:
In preparing resumes, applicants are enoouraged to utilize the Faculty Resume
Worksheet (CAM Appendix XII) as a guide.

3.

342.2B.4, modified to read:

Pranotion in rank is i::n-~ not autana.tic and is granted only in recog
nition of eeaupetenee teaching cCiTPetency, professional perfonnance, and
meritorious service during the period in rank. The application of criteria
will be more rigorous for pranotion to professor than to associate professor.
Reccmnendations for pranotion of individuals are based on the exhibition of
merit and ability in each of the following four factors and their subordinate
sub-factors:
4. 342.2B -- '!he follCMi.ng provisions, which are currently in CAM, need to
be included in the revision. 'Ihis will result in renumbering the following
sections:

5.

5.

Possession of the doctorate or other designated terminal
degree fran an accredited institution is nonnally
required for promotion.

S.

6.

Department heads/chairs •..

6-:-

7.

No:rmal Promotion ...

'T-o

8.

Early Promotion ....

342.2B.&7b and 342.2B.18b:

Although the introductory paragraph (342.2A) states that tenure is required
for promotion to professor, the following should be incorporated as the first
sentence in both 342.2B.&7b and 342.2B.18b:
Tenure is required for promotion to professor.
6.

'342.2B.18c:

For clarity the paragraph should be revised to read:
Early promotion will on-ly be granted only in exceptional cases. The circum
stances and record of perfonnance which make the case exceptional shall be
fully documented by the candidate and validated by evaluators. The fact that
an applicant fur-ear.ly-premet:ion meets the l.'lti:rtimt1m perfo:rmance criteria for
promotion does not in itself constitute an exceptional case for early
promotion.

-15
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A.

.ACADEMIC PRCMJTIONS (AS 27 4-88/PPC)

Revisioos shown

Eligibility
Pranotion eligibility shall be governed by the terms of Article 14 of the
Manorandum of Understanding (M:XJ) between the CSU and Unit 3 Faculty. In
particular, tenure is required for pranotion to professor. In addition,
persons (other than department heads/chairs) whose primary duties are
administrative shall not be el~ible £6~ eeeeem~ premeeieft be advanced
in academic rank without consul.tation with the tenured -faculty of" higher
ranis fran tbe approoriate departlnent.

B.

Criteria and Procedures (also consult CAM 34l.l.D, E and F)
1.

Performance reviews for pranotion purposes shall be coooucted in
accordance with Article 15 of the ~. .Additional school
(department) criteria and procedures shall be in acx:ordarx:e with
the M:U and shall be approved by the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.

2.

Applicants for pranotion shall submit a resume which indicates
evidence of pranotability. 'Ibis resume shall include all categories
pertinent to pranotion consideration: teaching activities and
perfonmance, professional growth and achievement, service to the
university and conununity, and any other activities which indicate
professional commitment, service, or contribution to the
discipline, department, school, university, or conununity.
~ aeeiet ~licente ift4Prepcri~ their reeHmee,-ebe ee~ 6~-eeeh
eeheel :!hell ferw~ e eepy e~the Faet!l ty ReeHme Werl~heet ESMI
~mix *H) t6 eeen eJ!'Plieat'le-ae the begimiftg 6£-the :pren6ti6l'l
cyelea

In preparing resurnes. applicants are encouraged to utilize tbe
Facu1ty Resume Worksheet <GAM Appendix XII) as · a guide.
3.

Pranotion in rank is ift ft6 Wfrf DQt. autanatic and is granted only in
recognition of. C6JI'Il'etenee teaching competency, professional
.· . . . .
~rf9f~~,, ; ~ - ~i,.tor.ious · s~rvi~e. d!l.t;i~g _the_~!=~od . ~~ r.~~
_ .-. ..· ...
· . · .. ·· .·· .. 'lb¢· ·a pj;>licsltion'·of· eritet.iQ· Will be lllOte Cigor.OUs ·for ·m:gn6ti'on to·.:._.· . •:
professor than to associate l?rofessor·. Recormneooations for
.
promotion of individuals are based on the exhibition of merit and
ability in each of the following four factors and their subordinate
sub-factors:
4.

..
. .·. .... ...

~

In addition to their carefully documented recommendations,
department peer review committees, department heads/chairs, school
peer review committees, and school deans shall submit a ranking of
those pranotion applicants who were positively recommended at their
respective level.

- 16

a.

Teaching Performance and/or Other Professional Performance
Consideration is to be given to such factors as the faculty
member •s competence in the discipline, ability to communicate
ideas effectively, versatility and appropriateness of
teaching techniques, organizatioo of courses, relevance of
instruction to course objectives, methods of evaluating
stment achievanent, relatiooship with students in class,
effectiveness of student consultation, and other factors
relating to performance as a teacher.
In for.mulating recommendations on the promotion of ~eaching
fa::ul.ty, evaluators will place primacy emP1asis on success in
instruction. 'lhe results of the Student B.raluation of
Faculty program are to be considered in formulating
recommendations based on teaching performance.

b.

Professivnal Growth arXi .Achievement
Cunsideration is to be given to the faculty manber's original
preparation am further academic training, related work
experience and consulting practices, scholarly and creative
achievements, participation in professional societies, arXi
publications.

c.

Service to University and Community
Consideration is to be given to the faculty member's
participation in academic advisement; placement follow-up;
cocurricular activities; department, school, and university
committees and individual assignments; systemwide
assignments; and service in ccmnunity affairs directly
related to the faculty member's teaching service area, as
distinguished from those contributions to more generalized
community activities.

d.

Other Factors of Consideration
Consideration is to be given to such factors as the faculty
member's ability to relate with colleagues, initiative,
cooperativeness, and dependability.

5.L.
.

. ..

Possession of the doctorate or othgr:ttestgnate<t:terminaJ:··-deqree
fran an accredited institution lS Dotmal"l:Y::tmtJi"re~t"fqr- prqnotion.

ST. _lL,._Departinent heoos/chairs and deans shall llse .Form 109 (CAM Appendix
._' _,: ·n. for ev·a luatioh. of ·pranotiori. apPlicants.·. Deipai.t ment- (SChool) _. -.. .
peer revJ.ew camriittees will sut:mic their recollllk:rrlations in a form
that is in accordance with their department (school) promotion
pro...edure::;.

-17

6-r

1..i

Normal Promotion

a.

An awlication for promotion to associate professor is
considered normal if the applicant is eligible arx1 both of

the foll<Ming coooitions hold:

b.

~

(i)

the a1JPlicant is tenured or the applicant is also
applying for tenure.

(ii)

the applicant has received four Merit Salary
Adjustments (MSA 's) (while an assistant professor) or
tne applicant has reached the maxim.nn salary for
assistant professor.

Tenure is requi'red ·tor--wanottorctv:orotewor; An
application for promotion to professor is considered normal
is the applicant is eligible and the applicant has received
four MSA's (while an associate professor) or the applicant
has reached the maximum salar.z for associate professor.

aL Early Promotion
a.

An awlication for promotion to associate professor is
considered "early" if the applicant is eligible and one (or
both) of the foll<Ming is (are) true:

( i)

the a1JPlicant is a probationary faculty member wno is
not also applying for tenure.

(ii)

the awlicant has not received four M3A's <wnile an
assistant professor) and the applicant has not reached
the maximum salary for assistant professor.

b.

Tenure is -xegyired-·fot)KOOlottOrrto ·prqtgssor·, An
application for promotion to professor is considered "early"
if tne appl~cant ~s el~gible and the applicant has not
received four MSA's (while an associate professor> and the
applicant has not reached the maximum salary for associate
professor.

c.

Farly pi"omotion will ~ be granted ~ in exceptional
cases. 'lhe circumstarx::es and -re<:.:orcr··ot- performaoce which
make the case exceptional shall be fully documented by the
cauuidate and validated by evaluators. 'lhe fact that an
aw;Lica.ut -~-eerly _ ;pr~e~ief\ · m~t$ dl~ min~ pertorman.:e
critei'ia for prooi<:>"tion does· not in- itSelf -Constitute an ·
exceptional case tor earJy·ptqnotipn.

State of California

California Polytechni' State University

Memorandum
·o

A. Charles Crabb, Chair
Academic Senate

5Gn Luis Obi.po, CA

RECEiVED
MAY

2 1988

Academic Senate

Date

April 26, 1988

File No.:

ASRES275

Copies.:

Malcolm Wilson
Jan Pieper

93407

From

Subject:

Resolution on Tenure for Academic Employees (AS-275-88/PPC)
The above referenced resolution has been reviewed. It is my pleasure to
approve the proposal with the understanding that the follc:Mi.ng modifications
will be incorporated into the final text. Appended is the final text for CAM
344, with revisions noted, which will becane effective July 1, 1988. It is my
understanding that the Personnel Policies Committee is considering additional
language in CAM to cover tenure of librarians.
1. 344.B3, second paragraph, has been modified so that it will be canpatible
with recently revised 342.2B.2, as follows:
In preparing resumes, applicants are encouraged to utilize the Faculty Resume
Worksheet (CAM Appendix XII) as a guide.

2. 344. BS -- The current language in CAM 344. 2D has been added as the second
paragraph to this section:
'lb be recarrnended for tenure the employee must be rated during the final
probationary year within one of the top two perfonnance categories listed in
Section V of the Faculty Evaluation Fonn.

3. 344.B6, second line, and 344.B7 .a, second line, for clarity, "academic
years" needs to replace "years. "
4. 344.B7.c should be addressed as a separate topic in 344.B8. In addition,
the paragraph should end with the wording fran the oollective bargaining
agreement and be changed to read:
eo
•'
·: ·•

·-

~

Tenure Upon Appointment

.'l'enttre..-aWet~-by the · :~?re5-ident-as-~--e~-0£--app0.i:ntment:..~r3-;~T-sha:H: ·
··: · : be~ide~ e;!s .. ea:i-li.~,-~-5tleft~.~~~l-l:-¥~~~~~emee. ·· . . , . .
~-1=fle-pa-~.rapft

abOve f<?AM-.3-4-.f-.Bh--TbH Candidates for appointment with
tenure shall normally be tenured professors at other universities--exceptions
to this provision must be carefully documented. The President may award
tenure to any individual, including one whose appointment and assignment is in
an administrative position, at the time of appointment. Appointments with
tenure shall be made only after an evaluation and recrnmendation by the
appropriate department.

-19A. Olarles Crabb

April 26, 1988
Page 2

5. 344.B7 .d should nCM becane 344.B7 .c and in the first line, the word
"shall" has been changed to "should" in order to preserve flexibility accorded
the President and provided for in the collective bargaining contract.
As in the case with the resolution on pranotion, I concur with the revisions
with the exception of language that limits the current authority and
delegation of responsibility to the President from the Board of Trustees
(Title 5).

Please express my appreciation to the members of Personnel Policy Committee
for the proposals to revise the praootion and tenure policies in CAM.
,.

::

.·

-20
344

A.

'lmJRE FOR ICADEMIC EMP.L<1.iEES (AS 27 5-88/PPC)

Revisions shown

Eligibility
Tenure eligibility shall be governed by the terms of Article 13 of the
Memorandum of Understanding (KlJ) between CSU and Unit 3 Faculty.

B.

Criteria and Procedures (also consult CAM 341.1.0, E

aro

F)

1.

Tenure decisions are considered more critical to the university
than pranotion decisions. '!he fact that a probationary faculty
member has received early promotion to associate professor is not a
guarantee of tenure.

2.

Performance reviews for the purpose of award of tenure shall be
conducted in accordance with Article 15 of the KXJ. Additional
school (department) criteria and procedures shall be in accordance
with the KXJ and shall be approved by the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

3.

AR;>licants for tenure shall submit a resume which imicates
evidence supporting the award of tenure. 'Ibis resume shall include
all categories pertinent to tenure consideration, teaching
activities and performance, professional growth and achievement,
service to the university and conmumity, and any other activities
which indicate professional commitment, service, or contribution to
the discipline, department, school, miversity, or community.
~

aeei:et a~i:eante-ift~~ring thei-.r--reetm"~ee, -the detm ef-eaeh
Beheei ehail £erwttrd a eet'} e£-the Paetti ty Reet:Jme iierlteheet ~
~1'16i:x-:MH-)-te eaeh at'l'}i:e~-at-the-eegif'lf'lil"lg of-the teftttre
cycle a

In preparing resumes. applicants are encouraged to --ut-n-ize the
Faculty Resume Worksheet <CAM Appemix XII) · as ·a guide.

4.

•.

:·

Recommendations for tenure are based on the same factors as for
promotion (see CAM 342.2.B.4). In addition, special attention
shall be given to the applicant •s working relationships with
colleagues, potential for further professional achievement, and
commitment to the department and university. '!he award of tenure
is a major coomitment by the university to the applicant and
recommendations should substantiate the fact that such an award is
a9vantageous_to the university.

· ·· · :><s.•· .. .. Depa~ttitefit·· heoo/chairs · ~

d~ans ..~hai.i '-liSe - Forin·: ·i(r~i <CAM ~~i~
for evaluation of tenure applicants. - Department (school) peer
review committees shall submit their recommendations in a form that
is in accordance with department (school) tenure procedures.

I)

must 'be rated during the
final PtObationatY year witbin one of tbe top twO performance
categories listed in Section V of the Faculty EValuation Form.
To be recouunended for tenure the emplqjee

-21

6.

Normal Tenure

A tenure award is considered normal if the award is rncde after the
awlicant has credit for six (6) acaaemic years of full-time
probationary service (including any credit for prior service
granted at the time of appointment, M:U 13.3, 13.4).
7.

Farly Tenure
a.

A tenure award is considered "early if the award is IllOOe
prior to the awlicant •s having credit for six (6) academic
years of full-time probationary service (including any credit
for prior service granted at the time of appoinbnent).

b.

In addition to meeting department (school) criteria for
normal tenure, an applicant for early tenure must provide
evidence of outstanding performance in each of the areas of:
teaching, professional growth and achievement, and service to
the university arXl community.
'PePtt!re awetreee ~ the Pre~ieeftt at the time e£ ~int::llle!\t
UD:J 13s16) shell be eerteieeree a~ early tenttre, ar~ ~tteh an
aware ehell be ~e in aeeereat"lee with the )!'M~raph ~ e
(0\1! 344alaBa7abh Cardieate~ £er ell'l'6irttmeftt with termre
ehell Ml'ftlftily ee-termree prereeeere at ether tlftiuereit:ie~
eMSet'tierte te th:ie -prEW:ieiert lftt!St be earefttl:l:y eee~tee •

6T g_._ In order to receive early tenure, an applicant ehal:l: should·
at a minimum, receive a favorable majority vote from the
department peer review committee.

a:._

Tenure Uoon AI:oointment
Candidates for appointment with tenure shall normally be tenured
professors at other universities--exceptions to this provision must
be carefully documented. '!he President ~ award . tenure- to any
individua1. including one whose appointment 9Dd· assignment is in an
administrative oosition. at the time uof:::appqi:nt:ment.- --Al:potntments
with tenure shall be made only -aew- an· --e valuation ·-·and
reconuner>dation qy the approprtatepoeoartment~
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State of California

Memorandum
A. Charles Crabb, Chair
Academic Senate

Lurs OsrsPo
CA 93407

SAN

MAY
To

0\LPoLY

RECEIVED
2 1988
Date

Academic Senate

~

From

Warren J. B
President

Subject:

RESOLUTIOO 00 ENROLIMENT Gim'IH '10

: May

2, 1988

File No.:
Copies : President's Staff

Academic Deans'
Council

15,000 FIE AND BEYOOD (AS-279-88/LRPC)
:.

a

I would like to cOOirend the Academic Senate and particularly the rrembers of
the Long Range Planning Carmittee for the excellent work on the issues related
to enrollment growth at Cal Poly.

'·

The resolution and accompanying report will provide excellent guidelines for
enrollment planning and I intend to adopt the general framework for planning
proposed in the report.
The availability of resources to accrnm:xiate growth is an important

consideration in the developnent of specific plans. Clearly, we have well
defined State standards for instructional resources such as faculty positions,
classroom and laboratory space, faculty offices, operating expenses and
instructional equipnent. Standards for non-instructional se.IVices and
facilities are not so well defined and although we IffiY establish needs in these
areas, we should not expect to receive state support that is beyond what the
practice is or will be in the CSU at the tirre we propose an expansion of
enrollment.
Certainly there are IffinY benefits to the tirretable and growth rates proposed
in the report and I intend to try to implerrent the recorrmendations related
to pace of growth. At the same time, we will have to consider that the needs
of the State, the expansion rates of the system, and the local constraints,
could influence the tirretables.

•

•

',

.,

·~

• '

. .,

I

..

I am forwarding a copy of the recommendation on enrollment growth from the
Academic Deans' Council for your inforrna.tion. In essence, I find that these
recammendations are consistent with the Academic Senate's Resolution and report.
In addition.,. r have q.sked Viqe .;president wilson to develop in consultation
.
· .
·with·Y()u:·~·i;m:>6ess··to.::br.:tng·tq~~--a.~~c· i>la.rtnihg.-,airl. enroument··pi~mg:· ·. ··:.;.' . ··.>· ·:
Enclosure

State of California

California Polytechni' State University
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San luia Obispo, CA
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Memorandum
Warren J. Baker
President

.To

Date

April 1, 1988

File No.:
Copies .:

Y'fu,l,~

From

Subject:

Deans' Council
Members ,
Charles Crabb

Malcolm W. Wilson
Vice President for Academic Affairs
ACADEMIC DEANS' COUNCIL'S RECOMMENDATIONS ON
ENROLLMENT GROWTH

Attached is the above subject report.
know.

If you would care to discuss it, please let me

Attachment
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-24California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo
ACADEMIC DEANS' COUNCIL
RECOMMENDATIONS ON ENROLLMENT GROWTH

Background:
The 1962 Master Plan for the Physical Development of the California State
Polytechnic College, San Luis Obispo campus, contains a reference to a decision
to master plan the non-metropolitan State Colleges at 12,000 F.T.E.. The 1968
Master Plan for Campus Physical Development, California State '·Polytechnic
College, San Luis Obispo, also references the 12,000 F.T.E. figure which the
campus anticipated reaching in 1974. However, in 1969 Assembly Concurrent
Resolution 151 (ACR 151) was passed. ACR 151 altered the time of day portion
of the then current space utilization standards with the effect that Cal Poly's
master planned capacity "automatically" went from 12,000 F.T.E. to 15,000 F.T.E..
This "automatic" change was first officially recognized when the 1975 campus
Master Plan for Physical Development was approved.
In 1977, the State experienced a shortage of funds, oversubscription at some
campuses, and excess capacity elsewhere in the System. Considerable interest was
generated in the concept of "redirection".
This interest was translated into
supplementary budget language which had the effect of freezing Cal Poly's
enrollment at its then current level of 14,200 F.T.E.. In 1987, the campus was
granted an additional 100 "non-capacity" F.T.E. to provide funding for its
Cooperative Education Program. This action had the effect of raising current
F.T.E. to 14,300 and the campus Master Plan ceiling to 15,100 since the additional
100 F.T.E. were non-capacity.
Physical facilities currently·under construction and/or scheduled for completion of
construction by 1990-91 would bring the instructional physical facility capacity of
the campus to the 15,000 F.T.E. level reflected in the current Master Plan for the
Physical Development of the Campus (funding for some projects is .dependent on
the passage of the Higher Education General Obligation Bonds during the election
in November 1988). The academic deans recognize that these capital outlay
projects were constructed basecl on projections of F.T.E. and that completion of
the projects could be considered a tacit agreement to grow to the 15,000 (15,100)
ceiling.

~ • • • ·~.:'

•

•.I

•

·.·

An assessment of Cal Poly's miSsion was .undertaken by the Academic Pianning
Committee ·.in: :.i982:. ~nd :after. -conSultation .\vith _-the ·.Acaqemi.c. . Senate~· a. J.le~_,:
Mfssibn Statement. was ap-proved and .prom.ulgated on September 12; 1983; That
Mission Statement is incorporated in the Campus Administrative Manual as
Administrative Bulletin 85-3 dated November 20, 1985. The academic deans affirm
the fundamental objectives of the Mission Statement and the role of that
document in planning future growth for the campus.

.·

.

,•
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General Comment:
The Academic Deans' Council commends the Academic Senate Long Range Planning
Committee for its thorough and thoughtful analysis of the question of future
growth for Cal Poly.
The Council also endorses in general the content of
Academic Senate Resolution AS-279-88/LRPC. The Deans' Council felt that less
specificity than was 'c ontained in some of the Senate recommendations was
desirable in order to maintain flexibility for dealing with a future which is
dif~icult to predict with precision.
Enrollment Growth to 15.100 FTE
Recommendations

A.

Educational Equity
Any enrollment growth scenario for the campus should be viewed as an
opportunity to identify, encourage, and support the enrollment and academic
success of students from currently underrepresented segments of California
society.

B.

Ratio of Lower-division to Upper-division Enrollment
A Master Plan for Higher Education in California 1960-1975 (p. 59) contained a
recommendation that "...the percentage of undergraduates in the lower division of
both the state colleges and the University be gradually decreased ten percentage
points below that existing in 1960 (estimated to be 51 per cent in both segments)
by 1975."
The Master Plan Renewed: Unity. Equity. Quality. and Efficiency in California
Postsecondary Education the report of the Commission for the Review of the
Master Plan for Higher Education (July 1987) contains the following language
under Recommendation 3., page 15: "Both four-year segments shall maintain lower
division enrollment systemwide at no more than 40 percent of total undergraduate
enrollment..." (It should be noted that this recommendation, like the report itself,
has not as yet resulted in legislative implementation.)
Enrollment planning at Cal Poly should incorporate the goal for the campus of 60
percent upper-division and 40 percent lower-division. The statewide mission of
Cal Poly, its curricular structure, and its location should be taken into
consideration in reaching this goal.

...

. ·-
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Cal Poly .has chosen to place its emphasis on undergraduate education and should
continue to do so. However, within this context, as the importance of advanced
study at the master's level in areas consistent with the mission of the campus
becomes established, the campus should respond in a positive fashion.

.. ..·

;-" ~·
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Program Priorities
The first phase of growth toward 15,100 F.T.E. should accommodate programs
which have been approved by the campus and the Chancellor's Office but which
are not yet implemented.
Cal Poly should make its first incremental move toward 15,100 F.T.E. at that time
when instructional facilities and other resources, including availability of qualified
faculty, are adequate to accommodat.e the enrollment growth, and assuming that
.th~r_e still exists a strong applicant pool.
Cal Poly should make subsequent incremental moves toward 15,100 F.T.E. when, in
addition to sufficient faculty and adequate instructional facilities, provision has
been made to address other shortages such as non-instructional facilities and
services (i.e. library holdings, computing capability, student housing, etc.)

E.

Environmental Factors
Considerations of growth in the University should occur in concert with the
surrounding environment and especially with regard to the influence on the
community of San Luis Obispo.
Care should also be given to maintaining the positive image of Cal Poly as a
place which is concerned with the individual and which is characterized by
opportunities for students to build close relationships with faculty, opportunities
to participate in student activities, and access to appropriate student services.
Growth Beyond 15.100 F.T.E.

Recommendations
A.

Cal Poly should consider a modest expansion in enrollment beyond the 15,100
F.T.E. which is in the current campus Master Plan for Physical Development.

B.

Additional growth should be consistent with the mission and educational equity
goal of the campus and should occur in small increments whereby growth periods
are followed by a period of stabilization and assessment of the impacts of growth
before considering a new phase.

C.

Planning for any growth beyond 15,100 should include special consideration of the
effect of such growth _on the ambiance of the campus and the community.

.. · D.
'.

•
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Planriing for .growth beyond 15,100. F.T.E, sho_uld ·take -into _ac.count the
.. bot"h .the . in"structiona"l p'rognim .
shident iif e:· programs... . . . . :
·..
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I nforrnation

Summerinstitute
at the
San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC)
8-19 August 1988
SUPPORTED BY A GRANT FROM THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

What it is. This two-week summer institute of
fers hands-on experience with a CRAY X-MP/48
supercomputer and an s~o minisupercom
puter. Participants attend lectures by distin
guished scientists and engineers mornings and
some afternoons. They devote the rest of their
time to daily workstation sessions converting,
vectorizing, and optimizing the codes they've
brought to run on the CRAY or SCS.

Summer institute faculty {and topic):
• Dr. Kirby Fong, Leader, User Libraries, National

Selected topics:
• CRAY FORTRAN
• Vectorization
• Networks
• Supercomputer architecture
• CTSS and CRAY UNIX
• Software for math, chemistry, graphics, and
engineering
• Multitasking
• Memory management

• Charles Charman, Manager, Structural Mechanics,

Accom.modations and expenses. Partici
pants will be given 12 nights' lodging 7-18
August in two-bedroom apartments on campus
at UC San Diego adjacent to SDSC, plus a stipend
of$240 for meals and incidental expenses. Travel
expenses up to $300 will also be covered.

Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (multitasking).

• John Levesque, Vice President, Pacific-Sierra Re
search Corporation (vectorization).

• Dr. Gary Johnson, SDSC Deputy Director (compu
tational fluid dynamics).
General Atomics (engineering software).

• Dr. Robert Leary, SDSC Senior Staff Scientist
(math software and symbolic computing).

• Dr. Reagan Moore, Manager,SDSCCRAYSystems
(operating systems and vectorization).

• Dr. Rozeanne Steckler, SDSC Senior Scientist
(computational chemistry).

• Dr. Dan Sulzbach, Manager, SDSC User Services
(using the CRAY under CTSS).

• Susan Estrada, Manager, SDSC Telecommunica
tions (networking).

• Stephan Lamont, SDSC systems programmer
(graphics and animation).

• Mark Sheddon, SDSC Senior Consultant (graphics
and animation).

• Anke Kamrath, SDSC Senior Consultant.
Eligibility. .4Students may be faculty, research
·' ers, graduate, or undergraduate students at uni
versities or nonprofit research institutions. A
few openings are also reserved for industrial re
searchers who pay tuition.

• Tom Hilinski, SDSC Consultant.
• Jayne Waggoner, SDSC Consultant.
• Christine Martin, SDSC Consultant.

.. .·..-.· ·Selection crit~ria. Applic~tions are. review~d . : ..F~r.info:pnation .alid an application form; ·· . -.
by the SDSC Alloc.ation Committee, ·which con:. . contact:
·
·
·
siders the qualifications of each applicant, the
Ms. Rosemarie Ellsworth
nature ofthe project, and the letter ofrecommenSan Diego Supercomputer Center
PO Box 85608
dation. Preference will be given to those who are
likely to use the expertise acquired to advance
San Diego, CA 92138
,. ·,eir research or to train others at their institu(619)534-5121
dOns. Iftwo or more people from the same insti
Application deadline. The deadline for re
tution and department apply, SDSC will accept at
most one ofthose applicants. A maximum of30
ceipt of applications and letters of recom menda
students wilt be selected.
tion is 1 June 1988.

Leller of Recommendation

LeUer of Recommendation

Summer-fustitute
at the
San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC)

.

8-19 August 1988
SUPPORTED BY A GRANT FROM THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Please type or print legibly and mail completed letter, no later than 1 June 1988, to
Ms. Rosemarie Ellsworth
San Diego Supercomputer Center
PO Box 85608
San Diego, CA 92138
(619)534-5121

Name of applicant: - -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - -
Your name and title:

- - - -- - - - - -- - -- -----

Address: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ __
Telephone(s): Office _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ Department_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __
How long and in what capacity have you known the applicant?

Why do you think the applicant should attend the SDSC Summer Institute? Please comment on the
applicant's qualifications and the degree to which attendance at the institute will promote research
With supercomputers.

·.

(
Signature _________________________________ _____

Date _________ _______

Application Form

(

Application Form

.

Summer IRMitute
at the
San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC)
8-19 August 1988
SUPPORTED BY A GRANT FROM THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Please type or print legibly. A completed application consists of full responses to questions on both
sides of this form plus a letter of recommendation. If you are a student, please give your GPA and ask
your faculty advisor to submit the letter. Return completed applications, no later than 1 June 1988, to
Ms. Rosemarie Ellsworth
San Diego Supercomputer Center
PO Box 85608
San Diego, CA 92138
(619)534-5121

Name:________________________________________D.aw: __________________________
Title: ---------------------------------------Address: Department---------------------------------------
Institution
Street ____________________________________________
City _________________________ State__________ Zip _________
Telephone(s): Office -------------------- Department___________________
(

·~ummer address: -----------------------------------:-----
Telephone(s):_____________________________________
Highest degree/department/date: ------------------------------------------------
Degree institution: ------------------------------------------------Honors: __________________________________________________
GPA (if student): - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - - - -

Describe your computing experience, including hardware and software you've used.

(

Application Form

Application Form

-30-

..

Each student must bring a scientific computing project to work on during the workstation sessions at
the summer institute. Describe your proposed project, the code you intend to work on, and your experi
ence with it.

(

(
I

Describe your current area(s) of research or teaching to which supercomputing is applicable.

Describe how supercomputing will aid that research or teaching and how your experience at the SDSC
Summer Institute will aid others at your institution.

c.

State of California

California Polytechnic State University
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San luis Obispo, CA
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Memorandum
To

All Deans and Department Heads

Date

May 10, 1988

File No.:
Copies :

From

Harvey Levenson, Department Head
Graphic Communication

Sub~:

Symposium on Print Media and Iiliteracy

Warren Baker
Malcolm Wilson

This is an invitation for you, your faculty, and staff to attend a
national symposium concerning the image of print media and the problem
of functional illiteracy in the United States. The symposium will
take place on May 25, 1988 at the Capital Hilton in Washington, DC.
I am chairing this symposium which is being jointly sponsored by the
Department of Education and the u.s. Government Printing office.
The symposium will cover the functional illiteracy p,roblem in the
United States and its impact on education, industry, the community,
and the family. The focus of the symposium will be on the growing
apathy of the American public, young and adult, to print media and
reading, and ways to begin reversing this trend.

u.s.

Featured speakers will be Dr. William Bennett, Secretary of Education,
Harold McGraw, President and CEO of McGraw Hill, John Corcoran, a
millionaire illiterate who was recently featured on 20/20 and 60
Minutes, and Dr. David Harman of Columbia University who is a
well-known author and recognized authority on the subject of
functional illiteracy.
Members of the Congressional Task Force on Illiteracy, and
representatives of the Library of Congress will also participate along
with representative from media, education, business, and government.
I believe that the issue of illiteracy in the United States is one
that all academic disciplines should be concerned with, and I hope
that representatives from your school or department will attend the
symposium.
I have enclosed severa _l -symposium brochures · for distribution -!
,Please . c~_ntac.t · me: ~ if. : y.ou .. -des-ite ·.. addit:ional ' .c opie:s .-- < , .: .

.

" · :·

..

A reduced symposium registration fee and hotel rate has been
arranged for attendees from universities. If you wish to attend,
the registration fee is $175 and the hotel rate at the Capital Hilton
is $110 for a single and $125 for a double. To reserve a hotel room
at the discounted rate, phone Mr. Fred Rogers, Research and
Engineering Council of the Graphic Arts at (215) 388-7394.
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1=oreign Language Council
President
Vice Pres
Secretary
Treasurer
Rep-at-Lrg

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

Claude Duval
Jose Cuervo
Conrad Barrett
Jacqueline Kiraithe
Edwin Williams

Sacramento
Dominguez Hills
Long Beach
Fullerton
San Francisco

RECEIVED
iviA'( 13 1988
Apri

127 1988
'

Academic Senate

Dr. Ray Geigle, Chairman
Academic Senate, CSU
400 Golden Shore
Long Beach, CA. 90802-4275
Dear Ray:
I hope that you will be as pleased as I with the enclosed proposed CSU
Foreign Language Baccalaureate Requirement. It was unanimously adopted by
30 delegates representing all 19 CSU campuses at a meeting of the CSU Foreign
Language Council in Sacramento last April fifteenth. It is particularly
gratifying to note that the CSU foreign language faculty took the initiative in
developing a proposal for a major CSU curricular improvement.
I also hope that you will treat the document as "Information Only" at this
time. The FLC is preparing supporting materials, including an "impact
statement" before it requests adoption by the Statewide Senate. I am happy to
report that the Office of the Chancellor is already planning to helping us with
the latter through a "needs assessment" and that it is also supporting pilot
projects in competency-based foreign language instruction and examination. In
other words, while we took a giant step forward, we are not yet prepared to
seek formal Senate approval.
However, I do want to keep you abreast of our progress, and, of course, I
would greatly appreciate any comments you might have on the proposal.
Please be sure of my appreciation for your fine work on behalf of the CSU.

.··
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Since·rely,

MAY 4 1988
Academic Senate CSU
~hance llor 'r:: (')ffj,..,..

Claude Duval
President, FLC-CSU

Claude Duval, Chair, Department of Foreign Languages, CSU Sacramento, 6000 J St. Sacramento CA 95819

·. "-- ··
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-Fbreign Language Council

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

President
Vice Pres
Secretary
Treasurer
Rep-at-Lrg

Claude Duval
Jose Cuervo
Conrad Barrett
Jacqueline Kiraithe
Edwin Williams

Sacramento
Dominguez Hills
Long Beach
Fullerton
San Francisco

. PROPOSED CSU FOREIGN LANGUAGE BACCALAUREATE REQUIREMENT

THE REQUIREMENT

Beginning Fall, 1992, The California State University (CSU) will require students to show
competency in one natural language other than English as part of the graduation
requirements for baccalaureate degree. To fulfill this requirement, students must
demonstrate language competency in a cultural context at a minimum of Stage 2.1 in one of
the following three areas and at a minimum of Stage 2.3 in a second: (1) speaking and
listening comprehension, (2) reading and (3) writing. These competency standards are
described in the Intersegmental Senates' Statement on Competencies in Languages Other
Than English Expected of Entering Freshmen (1986).
Regardless of how or where a student has learned the foreign language, competency
must be demonstrated according to procedures established by each campus.
WAIVERS
The proposed requirement is subject to waiver by applicants who fulfill one of the
following:
1 . Students with speech or hearing impairments that specifically affect language
learning may fulfill the requirement by completing alternative coursework in such fields as
linguistics, foreign literature in translation, comparative cultures or American Sign
Language. The.se waiv-ers shall be arranged through consultation involving the student, the
Foreign Language Department and Handicapped Student Services.
2. Attainment of a passing grade in a third-semester (fifth-quarter) course or in an
examination at that level, in a classical language such as Ancient Greek, Biblical Hebrew,
Latin or Sanskrit.

:.

3. ·The successful cqmpletion o( a .program of foreign_study _duringttie academic year or
·of .a summ'er'program.ahrciad.a:s:lorig·· as·eithe'r:lncluc;tes t20. hours·or tnc;>re offonrla} :. .. ·. ··: ·...
,instruction tn a .foreign language; these programs are to be approved by the individual
campus.
4. At least two years of successful study in a approved secondary school whose primary
language of instruction is not English.

Claude Duval, Chair, Department of Foreign Languages, CSU Sacramento, 6000 J St. Sacramento CA 95819

-34-2

5. Passing a national foreign language examination, such as the College Board
Foreign Language Achievement Examination, the Modern Language Association
Collegiate Examination, the Advanced Placement Examination, etc. A system-wide
passing score will be determined for each exam by the CSU after consultation with
fqreign language faculty.
6. Certification by the student's campus of a foreign language acquired outside
the classroom at a level equal to or exceeding the standards expected in the
ReQuirement.
7. The successful completion of an officially declared foreign language major or
minor.

EVALUATION
Progress during the initial four-year period after implementation of the foreign
language requirement shall be monitored and evaluated by a system-wide committee,
including representation from the Foreign Language Council, the Academic Senate
CSU and the Chancellor's Office, and appropriate recommendations shall be made .

..
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Approved by FLC representatives from the 19 campuses of the CSU - April 15, 1988 in
Sacramento, California.
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SEXUAL

HARASSMENT

POLICY

IW~61f171

California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, is committed to
creating and maintaining an environment in which faculty, staff, and students
work together in an atmosphere of mutual respect and unconstrained academic
interchange. In the University environment, all faculty, staff, and students are
entitled to be treated on the basis of their qualifications, competence, and
accomplishments without regard to gender. Individuals are entitled to benefit
from University programs and activities without being discriminated against on
the basis of their sex.
f,¢~tial. '/1'/.rMsme"/1.1/ flric/Jiti>-JsJ.f/s/a/wYde/rarige/of /aL:t.Md ~iiciiCis/ tliise I

,dJ;tQivcfe/(,d. YftlfQ' Ji~/Qf /all thOtV.':/ to/ dbtiin hriYI®Y ia/v/Jvs/ t/Jrl ~~ hfhkt iterfoilldrI

P)lt~9'a.l tr/Jrt~t/ r/Jfht

tfiA:/J'/.1/rlatliri ..tliat As' deh'oMUy 6Vfe1islv'elahil/d1-le.Ct'e.d

/JP.VY!t/J fiJt4iPl6.U,tl.S /Jf /JJtQ' gEtn,ii,e¢.
Sexual harassment includes. but is not limited to, making unwanted sexual
advances and requests for sexual favors where either (1) submission to or
toleration of such conduct is made an explicit or implicit term or condition of
appointment. emoloyment. admission. or academic evaluation: (2) submission to
o r rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as a basis for a personnel
decision or an academic evaluation affecting an individual: or (3) such conduct
has the purpose or effect of substan6ally interfering with an individual's work
or academic performance or creating an intimidating. hostile. offensive or
otherwise adverse working or academic environment. or adversely affecting
any employee or student.

. ,. ·.

·~

The Chancellor's Executive Order No. 345 requires each campus of the California
State University to maintain a working and learning environment free from
sexual harassment for its· students, and employees, and those who apply for
·Student eiriployee 'status4
·
..:_ ..·.·. · ·--' · .·
·. ·
· · ··

·or

Sexual harassment is not simply inappropriate behavior, it is illegal.
Discrimination on the basis of sex is prohibited by State and Federal Law.

......

. : .. :

1

Sexual harassment violates University policy, seriously threatens the academic
environment, and is contrary to law. Program Managers and Department
Heads/Chairs are jl(ge_dftf/J t'C/1¢ responsible for taking appropriate steps to
disseminate this policy statement to students and employees. All faculty, staff,
and administrators will be held accountable for compliance with th~s Policy
[based on· case law]. t
: ~- :- . .
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1 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (as amended); Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972; Government Code Section 12940; and Education Code Section 200 et.
sec.
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/I.YI/ I I /REM£0tlS rro SEXUM/ l':I.AR/A'SSM'ENT
The policy of the campus is to eliminate and prevent sexual harassment and to
provide prompt and equitable relief to the extent possible when such activity is
reported or observed .
Because of the wide range of acts that constitute sexual harassment, appropriate
remedies will vary considerably depending on the case. In some cases the
situation may be dealt with informally and without formal disciplinary action.
In other cases a disciplinary action is clearly called for. The University may
independently investigate a matter and initiate appropriate action, including
discipline based on an informal complaint and without a formal complaint. The
remedy will take into account the severity of the actions alleged as well as the
responsibility of the parties involved. The University may pursue remedies
such as an apology; removal of an individual from the environment; an
educational program; reprimand; or disciplinary action which could result in
dismissal, demotion, or suspension without pay. Remedies for substantiated
allegations of sexual harassment will be determined by the University.
The University will also determine remedies available to those individuals who
are the subject of malicious. false allegations of sexual harassment.

lll. L PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The purposes of this policy are to:

-.

.. .

:

.·

implement Executive Order 345 and comply with other governmental
regulations prohibiting sexual harassment;
promote a positive working and learning environment on campus;
provide Cal Poly faculty, staff, and students with a specific procedure and
policy to address sexual harassment;
provide due process for all parties involved..
. ..
. . -.· .. :.·· .. . : , . . .- .
. ·.. .. . .
;

..

This policy applies to cases of alleged sexual harassment brought by, or on
behalf of an applicant, student, or employee against an employee or student of
the University. Utilization of these procedures does not preclude initiation of
complaints with the Fair Employment and Housing Commission or the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.

Jl/. II. DEFINITIONS
f./ A .

Sexual Harassment

In accordance with the Chart~ellor's Executiv.~ Order No. 345, :•sex.ual
···... . ·harassmeht" includes ·such~behavior ·a s sexuai·advail.ces;: requests
sex;ual..favors~ .and other v~rbal· ~r physical conduct
a sexual nature
directed towards an employee, student, or-applicant when one or more of
the folowing Circumstances are present:

of

for ·: .: . ·.._.:.'. . . . .... .. ..•'

Submission to or toleration of such conduct by an individual is an
explicit or implicit term or condition of appointment, employment,
admission, or academic evaluation;

.
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Submission to or rejection of such conduct is used as a basis for a
personnel decision or an academic evaluation affecting an
individual;
The conduct has the purpose or effect of interfering with an
individual's work or academic performance, or creating
an intimidating, hostile, offensive, or otherwise adverse working or
academic environment or adversely affecting any employee or
student;

~f:nPJQ'y~f/''1

1-llfb.¢ .C0JtQU.Ct' )l.lfs/tJi¢ tJJ1riP/Yie/clr/e!fetr 0f7 W¢"f~jb,g/\fitli ;t ~t/J.~¢rtt'fol
la¢a'deJbJQ' '/J¢"fc/rln,IJ:Itcte/, .Cv'e.A¢lig' ;ir/. mtibtis!l~trlltt J\¢&t¥1i. tbft:etJ.fr/lfi./
J>t /Jr.hetwi.Sf/ ;ldv~l&efttatlii,il.t ~ftyifctn.tr/.e/lf.,/(lt la~'l¢"~e)":: .afif¢<ttjb,g/
/ani .swtttrttl
In determining whether conduct constitutes sexual harassment the
circumstances surrounding the conduct should be considered.

Jif.... B. Advisor
Tlili A.ffii~Mw¢ /NctiPJi J:l>(>rfd).Jta,tclr/Q'r fetrrP).cty~¢(f,Y ~;J~}ttl;it,e~ )Jt Ia/
:Vr..68Vam' MaJr~.g'el /t,6ft:«s(:Ji~/t)if/ ¢Q'ntp1;li,il.t :WJtJ\/t)if/ ~0r,bPllttnaJI.V. )r/.fpym
Cldot~laiMlit/ df/ o'a.fn.P,Ut /J0IJo'yi p;Qf;¢<fq/r¢s/ '<tn.6/r~'IO/Jtcte.S;/a,ht1 fa/. I I I
Cldot~laiW.dtls/®ti/JJI./ a'tJemt>t )df/JtllfGl'l/r¢$0MlbtJ./ GS¢f/ ~Qbtii>~ Ntlf.liJY I I
Advisor means the Sexual Harassment Advisor or employee(s) designated
by a Program Manager to receive complaints: to help complainants
evaluate their complaints: to infor m them of camp us policies. proced ures
and resources: to attemp t info rmal resolu tion if desired: and to assist the
parties with formal complai nt procedures . if necessary. T he role of the
Advisor is one of mediator between parties rather than the
complainant's ad vocate. The complainant may seek an ad vocate from
. ·other' sources. . . :. . . .·· . . ' .. . . .•
:. . .. .. .

: .

·.·.

It is suggested that Progra m Managers appoint tenured em ployees as

Advisors.

/13. C.

Complainant
"Complainant" means a Cal Poly student or employee or an applicant for
student or employee status, who files a complaint under this Policy.

/(/;. D.

.-... ·.-

Program .Manager
•,

.. ..

' ..

. Pro.g;am: Manager, .mean{po~_Hio.ns·. desigh~ed_ ..by th~ Pi:~siden~; .: ._: ·..
normally at dean/division.': head·levei or above_. In addition, the Director'
of the Health Center and Director o·f ·Counseling and Testing would be·
considered Program Managers for administering the Policy only.

·'

.

.

. ; ··
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If). E.

Respondent
"Respondent" means the student or employee of Cal Poly alleged to have
engaged in sexual harassment.

F.

Sexual Harassment Qqh;tp1)a,M'e Coordinator
1.

For complaints filed by students, the Sexual Harassment

<ldmrJ11anbi Coordinator is the Associate Dean of Student Affairs
responsible for Title IX compliance, or designee.
2.

G.

For complaints filed by employees, the Sexual Harassment
<ldmd11anbi Coordinator is the Director of Personnel and
Employee Relations, or designee.

Student
"Student" means a person enrolled as a student, or an applicant for
student status at Cal Poly at the time the alleged act of sexual harassment
occurred. For the purpose of this Policy, Extended Education students are
included.

H.

Authorized Representative
"Authorized Representative" means anyone designated in writing by the
Complainant .

.L.

Applicant
"Applicant" means a person who is applying for either student or
employee status.
-

-

'"'

-

.:

.

.. .

.

~

.

~.

\

.

.,..

. .

-

.

....

-

'

'"Days" m·e·ans working 'days to reflect the employment 's tatus of the
individuals involved.

III.

··.:.:

..

·.
0

·'.

EXAMPLES OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT

The issue of appropriate and inappropriate relationships between students and
faculty, or between staff and supervisors is very complex. Some members of the
University hold positions of authority that involve the legitimate exercise of
power over others, and it is their responsibility to be sensitive to that power so
as to avoid actions that are abusive or unprofessional. Faculty and supervisors
in particular, in their-relationships with students and supervisees, need to·be
. .· ·
aware of potential ¢~~<tt:¢· t>f/ ;n..t~r¢s-i abuses of power and· the ·possible
· ':.. ... ·· ·..· - eomp.totnise .P( ~~}r'-eyah.iat1V.~ ..dpa_
c.ity-: 'f#~tC/.t):J.~r/eJi{~r.i·!~~~ -Jir/Jitf/r.~: .:_
_J:J). f,{ ¢rJ!(life/ i.blt.h~s.e fr¢I.at1d~~UPi JtJi¢ t>r/J teii t-ia'l k.Xi-Stslf.or .t'he/ltsS':4>.6:W.evftiV
A:>.ef'sp~ td tJ¢rt(lftf/ ;{ J;r/Jf/r¢i/l¢ .elemerl.V ibls.Utg'~¢dmlr¢g'atc;li.ilt /.i¢tJ.Vi(If/sl I
,()pfsl~lt.h!l!&e fa.t>tJvoi>ti.ateltS'S

...tttti ¢r,6f~(l~r,t&t t¢lfitJ.cmslii.t>.

~,ll¢1/lt'YI ~,t~/liel~a.tf/ fll{lt ;!r,tyttn;I'e/ th.ey t>,tv!>,t¢ a .MJVUAV ~t~Y v'eJ~ib.itih-i¢
Wttl¥ '/. ~t,U~¢ml Wi tiSl< /itCJa)r/.l.lof ,s¢~Y lf:tra$!i~.elitJ 1r1 JW~ lfuili!J'et/ I
;h;i¥¢g'flri /i~<;l' 'ttlr*fViflot'i ~.tJ.ltl/rJ!fil.l~ft)l.:ttlwlie.il.¢v'ei A:li~IJiQ.f-¢~1w ~tli~
,S9l<filfllrt\llf!9lr.ts.hffi! wft~ /if.;,t~<trtil-M~I M8 frf'sJ{: /alc,.l~miQflst::itfa.I '/t'i.r/1'/smeftt/.
;It' f.>jt)l.f/ t~(6q'r¥;j.b)l.lt8 t>f t'/.c:M.t8 jajl¢ f,]dp'e,tyif,q'r't tel 16~1~ 1rV #lf /i/Q!~¢r

~

.

.

·: · ·.; · • tt- :·

:: ··.: • •

0.

~·
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The following examples are intended to be illustrative and educational rather
than exhaustive.

A senior colleague or supervisor directly or indirectly offers to influence a
personnel decision (i.e., appointment, reappointment, promotion, tenure,
permanency) in return for sexual favors, and/or suggests action against the
employee for refusal;
An c;t(}btJJl~te¢ frtefttb# employee offers to support another employee's
endeavors in return for sexual attention;

-!-! N ¢;tJ,e fe/ll'P)ctift¢,/ifl ;tl(Et JIS¢.$'~¢ !Jfl ;t I ¢1}\¢¢ .t¢PlO.Y¢« Jrl.a)<.¢~ ~P¢¥¢<Y
pff,etJ.~ 'If/ <tcfirl.r(J.~'I ;iliot<t1 fNp(c¢J( fiT!. 1!,¢l)'ej'(J. /Jj tlf.l¥ t:eft¥1Yef ¢J;tp'l~y'eft fi}t
,P;t~jtpJQ;.

in the presence of another employee of the opposite sex.
makes repeated offensive comments of a sexual nature.

==. An employee.

An instructor offers a better grade, extra help, or academic opportunity in
return for sexual favors, and/or threatens action against the student for
refusal;
A person supervising a student's job or academic assignment makes repeated
sexual comments that interfere with work or the learning experience;
.. .

·.~

.

.

\

-- Aii advisdi oi counselor· asks offensive qi.Iestio"ns of
inappropriate to the topic at hand;

a sexual natu.re

.. -

•'

'•

···:·

An unwelcomed touch of a sexual nature from a staff or faculty employee.
==. A staff member hangs up a poster or uses slides or a derogatory cartoon in a

lecture that displays women or men in an offensive manner.

/\fl. IV. CONFIDENTIALITY

.
All findings taken under this Policy and ail reports filed shall be confidential
and every effort will be made to preserve confidentiality.

;

.:
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V. INFORMAL RESOLUTION PROCEDURE
A.

B.

Employee Complainants
I.

Complainants who are employees covered by collective
bargaining agreements which have complaint procedures are
required to utilize those procedures. (Currently, the following
employee agreements have complaint procedures: Unit 2, Health
Care Support; Unit 3 , Faculty ; Unit 5, Operations Support Services;
Unit 7, Clerical/ Administrative Support Services; and Unit 9,
Technical Support Services.)

2.

Complainants who are employees which are (a) not covered by
collective bargaining agreements, or (b) are not covered by a
collective bargaining agreement which does not contain a
complaint procedure, must utilize Executive Order 419.

Student or Applicant Complainants
Complainants who are students or applicants for either student or
employee status are encouraged to attempt informal resolution of
complaints of sexual harassment by utilizing procedures described in
this document. However, Complainants are not required to do so, and a
formal written complaint may be filed at any time until the deadline
(Sixty (60) working days from the first reoort of an incident of
harassment ) for filing a formal complaint has passed.
In seeking informal resolution, a Complainant may obtain assistance
from any of the designated Advisors. The Sexual Harassment Q~IJlfaJ'l.lto/
Coordinators shall maintain and distribute the list of Advisors, upon
request.
Advisors will be available to discuss the ·cornplaint .with 'the··contplainant, · ·
inform the Complainant of the informal and formal procedures available
for seeking resolution of the complaint, advise the Complainant of
applicable deadlines, provide the Complainant with a list of other campus
resources available and provide assistance in preparing or resolving
complaints of sexual harassment. If the Complainant desires to proceed,
the Advisor will assist the Complainant in attempting informal
resolution as appropriate.

C.

. ..

,~. .

:· · :

.···.: .. -· .
'

Confidentiality of Informal Complaints
The id.e ntity of the Comphtinant.and the details of the informal complaint
. .:"s halt be received. in:. ~oilfidence·,_f>y..th~· .A.d'visor, :where· no -recor<\s;.shall·. · · ·
be kept except the date the complaint .was fiied ..The Advisor shall advise
the office of the appropriate Sexual Harassment (,lql}'l.pl,i'a,il.¢~ c ·oordinator
of the general nature of the complaint without identifying any of the
parties involved.
·

.

._\ ,

:- . . . ..
• ''" '

.

.

I'

: '•

..,·

..

•
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D.

Informal Procedures for Student or Applicant Complainants
1.

After consulting with an Advisor, a Complainant may, but need
not, attempt to resolve the complaint directly with the person
alleged to have engaged in the sexual harassment.

2.

If the Complainant is unsuccessful in the attempt to gain an
acceptable remedy or does not wish to make direct contact with
the alleged person to have committed the harassment, the
Complainant may, but need not, attempt to resolve the complaint
with the Respondent's Department Head/Chair who is required to
notify the Program Manager within three ill working days of
any sexual harassment complaint. If the Program Manager is the
person alleged to have engaged in the sexual harassment, the
Complainant may, but need not, attempt to resolve the complaint
with the Director of Personnel and Employee Relations.

3.

If the Complainant is unsuccessful in the attempt to gain an
acceptable remedy or does not wish to pursue steps 1 or 2 above, a
Complainant may bring the complaint directly to the attention of
the Sexual Harassment Qq'q1:g'ljajl¢~ Coordinator who shall counsel
the Complainant about any additional attempt, if any, that might
be made to resolve the matter before filing a written complaint.

FORMAL RESOLUTION PROCEDURES

A.

Employee Complainant Formal Procedure
Employees not covered by collective bargaining agreements shall utilize
Executive Order 419.

B.

Student and Applicant

Cori?-plain~nts
'

1.

.

Filing a Formal Complaint
Student and applicant Complainants should utilize the following
procedure. Formal complaints shall be filed by a Complainant or
his or her authorized representative with the appropriate Sexual
Harassment QJ)'I)t>)i,t~¢ Coordinator. A formal complaint shall be
in writing and must include:

a.
· ......

.,
•

The name(s), address(es), and telephone number(s) of the
Complainant(s) filing the complaint, and his or her
Represerttative(s), if any. ·.
·.

• ~<

r:

• ' • '.·

•.

.

··'

.
. . ••

••

. •

···•

b.

The mime(s) of"the R~spo.~dent(s), University title, and
department. ·

c.

A specific statement of the acts or practices alleged to
constitute sexual harassment, including the dates on
which and the locations in which such acts and practices
are alleged to have occurred.
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2.

d.

The remedy requested by the complainant .

e.

The date the formal complaint was filed with the Sexual
Harassment Coordinator .

Review of Filed Complaint
a.

On receipt of a formal complaint, the Sexual Harassment
C61h.Pl'ian'ce Coordinator shall immediately provide a copy
to the Respondent and, within 10 working days, review
the complaint to determine whether it meets the
requirements covered under this policy. The matter shall
be investigated unless the complaint fails to establish a
prima facie case as determined by the Sexual Harassment
Coordinator .

A prima facie case is established when the Complainant
presents information which, if unrebutted, would be
sufficient to support a finding of sexual harassment
affecting a complainant and injury resulting therefrom.

RtVviJJ,b"ft'l f/Jr/ 9't.h¢r;W;i~/g1"'/Jl!I)t\.IE>S~ t<ctcPt¥ipfl.r 11ft)\91ft
fiV.rfpt:Jft).rf.w rtvl4~¢ "P"IJC/DI }VJ'1¥:J1 !'<¥ fif1~¢g fi9 PJ.e;
tGOftWJ~~W'% f'Cflpt jl}iglyt;bfo;r,e:rc,h.¢<;t ,d~ Jl~Vgo,.n,t)tpre;a
tPiifrla! fa,tje/c;A~~

.. ........

....

-· . . .
'

I

.•

.... -··· ";

~

c.

If there are deficiencies in the complaint, the Sexual
Harassment Qo,.nmiiftfl.<Je Coordinator shall inform the
person who filed the complaint of those deficiencies in
writing and provide .the opportunity to amend th~
·complaint. . If the Complaimi.nt fails to remedy the
deficiencies, or if the complaint is not filed within t,h.¢
statticV c;f~~\A.rj.e ten (1 0) working days , the Sexual
Harassment QQb1p1.}Qfi¢e Coordinator will dismiss the
complaint and inform the Complainant of the reasons.

d.

The Complainant may appeal such dismissal to the VTfJJI<JSf.
Vice President for Academic Affairs by filing a notice of
appeal including a statement of the grounds for dismissal
made by the Sexual Harassment Ci>ilt>li:int¢ Coordinator
within ten {1 0) working days .

e.:,

,.The~P;~~AtVicie· presidentfor

Academic Affair~ : shaJl . .._. . _ .... :·_., ·,. . .
·
·decide the appeal ·within 'twenty· (20) viorki'Iig days ·and
shall either affirm the dismissal or shall direct the Sexual
Harassment (loTI;trflra,l'l.¢e Coordinator to proceed with
processing the complaint.

~

·.-.- ....
·
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3.

Administrative Reviews
a.

Once it is determined to process the complaint, the Sexual
Harassment ~91¢f)J,i~' Coordinator shall within ten (10)
working days provide copies of the complaint to the
Respondent's Program Manager, Department Head/Chair,
and Jlrpyqst Vice President for Academic Affairs , and the
Respondent will be notified of the decision to proceed with
the investigation.

b.

The Respondent shall file with the Sexual Harassment
~c;t¢pl,i~e Coordinator a response to the complaint
within ten (10) working days of receiving notice.

c.

The Sexual Harassment Q~¥t119'e Coordinator or
designee shall be responsible for conducting an
administrative review of the case. The Sexual Harassment
~c;t¢pl,i#e Coordinator should endeavor to complete the
investigation within thirty UQ.l working days; extensions
to continue an investigation beyond thirty (30) working
days must be approved by the President or designee. After
a thorough investigation of the case, the Sexual
Harassment ~91¢f)J,i~e Coordinator shall provide a
preliminary report to the Complainant and Respondent.
Both parties shall have np fiJfC(C'f ,..tlJ¥1 ten (lQl working
days to submit any written response to the preliminary
report.

d.

After the Sexual Harassmentt<;Q,.il)P)iftrj.<f{l Coordinator has
considered the response of the Complainant and
Respondent to the preliminary report, he/she shall
submit a final report to the President which shall include
a recommended remedy with copies to the Complainant
and the Respondent .

e.

After reviewing the report, the President shall send a
written response to the Complainant and Respondent, with
copies to Respondent's Program Manager and Department
Head/Chair, and th Sexual Harassment f:prn,p)i'I'-TJ<:,e
Coordinator. Normally this shall be done no later than
fl)ivt1 ,t'l-ltrj.cfa! twenty (20) working days from receipt of
the final report from the Sexual Harassment SZ:9'17'-Pl}¥J.,te
Coordinator. If the President does not dismiss the case,
then a copy of the written complaint and the President's
·:· decision will ·be- sent to· the State U:niyershy - :Oe~ri.
·, ·Affirmative A'ction, -pui'S-iiant to csu -policy:1f -the · ··
decision is toinvoke disciplinary action, then the
appropriate disciplinary action procedure shall be
followed.

.,

. ......

~

, •·.:

•

'•

I

. •.

...

I.

If the Respondent is a faculty unit employee, then
the Disciplinary Action Procedure contained in the
Unit 3 collective bargaining agreement will be
followed.

"•·I

• •

. ·.•.

"' :,.a" •.
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2.

If the Respondent is a nonacademic employee, the
discipline will be handled according to statutory
State Personnel Board procedures.

3.

If the Respondent is a student, the Student
Disciplinary Procedures will be followed.

ji)C. VII. RETALIATION PROHIBITED

No Respondent or other University personnel shall retaliate against or threaten
to retaliate against any Complainant, or other person who has made an
allegation of sexual harassment. Nor shall any person operating under the
jurisdiction of this Policy, attempt to or actually intimidate, threaten, coerce, or
discriminate against any person for the purpose of preventing that person
from exercising any rights protected by this Policy or from participating in
any step of the complaint resolution process under this Policy. In situations
where retaliation is alleged, the Sexual Harassment ~P¢P~#e Coordinator will
investigate and recommend to the President appropriate sanctions.

••

l

:
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~
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\
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Not Report <1-------1

Informal
complaint

Harassment
Incident

1------ Deadline ..

60 days from
first report of
Incident

Harassment
Coordinator

10 days

If deficiencies,

SHC

back to
complainant.
10 days to
remedy

SHC determines
prima facie case,
Sends copies to PM,
VPAA, Respondent,
Claimant.
10 days

Appeal to
Vice Pres
Acad Affairs:

Respondant makes
response to case

Affirms or
dismisses
20 days

SHC investigates.
Prelim report to C &
R. Extensions
possible.
10 days
Claimant &
Respondantrespond
to report
10 days

'Yiaximum time
_Jeriod is
170 days
(unless ex
tensions
granted)

President responds to C &. R
to affirm with remedies or
dismiss. Report copies to PM
& SHC

20 days

SHC submits final
report to President
w/suggested
remedies.

-45Adopted: March 10, 1987
Revision Adooted : - - -- - -ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California
AS-246-87/SA&FBC
Revised RESOLUTION ON
CHEATING AND PLAGIARISM
Background: On January 22. 1986. The Academic Senate Chair asked the Fairness Board and
Student Affairs Committees to review campus policies on cheating and Plagiarism. The
Fairness Board of 1985-86 and 1986-87 worked on a orooosal which was brought forth
jointly with the Student Affairs Committee and which was Passed by the Academic Senate in
SPring 1987. The President returned the proposal (unsigned) on June 15. 1987.with
comments Prepared by G. Irvin. After additional deliberations by the current Fairness
Board. a meeting between Board representatives and G. Irvin took place (Januarv 1988) in
preparation of a new policy proposal. The new proposal incorPOrates that which is
important to the administration within a policy which is supported by the Fairness Board
and is similar to the policy approved by the Academic Senate last year.
The present CAM policy on cheating is extremely short and lacks definition;
and

WHEREAS,
'JVlfF/Pifl/1..~,/

I I ffl]'eff/ 'l.rf!lcftf;f¢¢jJ.¢ejl ;ffcfrrl. 1'4 rfaltlrfepf. f.<Y <;l~,A(tfb,t J( V¢g:;tr,dP\.g/t}\¢
dlifldit'i0rt artd' Ma'n<iJing /Jf .tM~i/l.g /Jff~riset;la.ttdl
It would be desirable to add further language regarding plagiarism to the
CAM policy; therefore, be it

WHEREAS,
RESOLVED: ·

··

That th~ present. guidelines on cheating (<:;AM 674) f:Ji in6difi'e~ll~h4rtme0
be.. fully i-epi3Ce0 ~i th " th e follo,;,ing: ·
· ·
··
· . .·

bit~).<;

674

~M¢1,ti)'lg

ACADEMIC DISHONESTY: CHEATING AND PLAGIARISM

The Universitv will not condone academic cheating or
plagiarism in any form. The faculty is expected to uphold and
support the highest academic standards in this matter.
Instructors should be diligent in reducing potential
opportunities for academic cheating and plagiarism to occur.
·. 674.-1

'.-;:· ·.: :;.: ·= ~·· .:\_,:· -~ .·':::) -'~'>;:-·. ::· ~ .·: .
·

Definition of Che·ating ·

<:.'~./·:·'?·..:··~·. ·:·..:.t~~~·ii~i'-i·~-,~h~~:if ~::~lrla'i~1~.g·.:~;:~~~p~ti~~:.1~::ob~~~~:: : o.f·:.:· ·'... .
·

to

aiding another -obtain credit for work. or any improvement
· in evaluation of performance. by any dishonest or deceptive
means. Cheating includes, b~t is not limited to: lying;
copying from another's test or examination; discussion of
answers or i,d¢¥ifr¢1ft¢~1f rolt!t~ fift'1"{epy questions on an
examination or test, unless such discussion is specifically
authorized by the instructor; taking or receiving copies of an

. .. . ..::..: : .-;
. ·. ... -,. .· .

~

: ':.
~
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exam without the permission of the instructor; using or
displaying notes, "cheat sheets," or other information devices
inappropriate to the prescribed test conditions; allowing
someone other than the officially enrolled student to
represent same.
674.J

2

Policy on Cheating
Cheating requires an "F' course grade and further attendance
in the course is prohibited. The instructor is obligated to
place evidence of the cheating in writing before the Dean of
Student Affairs with copies to the department head of the
course involved, to the student, and to the department head of
the student's major. Physical evidence, circumstantial
evidence, and testimony of observation may be included. Said
memorandum should notify the student that if he or she
denies cheating an appeal is possible through the Fairness
Board once the department head of the course of record has
been consulted regarding the appeal. Instructors should be
confident that cheating has occurred: if there is any doubt.
the student should be consulted and/or additional information
sought prior to taking action for cheating. Students' rights
shall be ensured through attention to due process.

..
ii

)Jjs,tr,.U,tl(>j!¥!1flP)iJ,d/Qe/QiJig¢t J.ry ye,dp¢iflg J>9)~p¢~1
/JP¢Cfr1ljn)t)ejs;fprf ¢1}'e.A¢~g fojgcj;;~rj.

Ali ;tliey' rt'ie/J.'I tM'I thk/IJ<ta/J...klf ..S.t't)tl..eFits Ac.f~,6lie~ a..Sth.d¢tit/t~
tbk/giii1ty/a'f/mdrkAMa'nld~/chkatlnWoffoose',AMi.6hMa1Vb'e'

k6ri.sJ.c1efi& iuff'iiik0 t1 o'aiJ.ieJ£61 i.tie' Ul1t1aii6n ht .Llls.C\Pfinar,Y 1

Jacua'rv.

The Dean of Student Affairs shall determine if any
;. disdpl inar'y action is required in addi tion to .the assigninen t
of a faili ng grade. Disciplinary actions which
oos~fble . . .
include. but are not limited to: required special counseling,
special paper or research assignments, loss of student
teaching or research appointments. loss of membership in
organizations. suspension or dismissal from individual
programs or from the University. The most severe of these
possible actions shall be reserved for grievous cheating
offenses or more than one offense by an individual.

are

674.lJ.

...
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Definition of Plagiarism
· P.Jagiat:i~~ ..is .dE?fii_led ~S ~he, act Of USi~g the .i<;f~~ Or :WO!k Of... ·,
... ..· ·.·...
·,· a.ri6thl:lr:pet son ·or persons .as 'if they were One's · owii; withou( ..
giving proper credit to the source. such a·n actis n6t
.
plagiarism if it is ascertained that the ideas were arrived at
through independent reasoning or logic or where the
thought or idea is common knowledge.

.' .

-47Acknowledgement of an original author or source must be
made through appropriate references; i.e .• quotation marks,
footnotes, or commentary. Examples of plagiarism include,
but are not limited to, the following: the submission of a
work, either in part or in whole, completed by another;
failure to give credit for ideas, statements, facts or
conclusions which rightfully belong to another; failure to
use quotation marks when quoting directly from another,
whether it be a paragraph, a sentence, or even a part thereof;
close and lengthy paraphrasing of another's writing '/Jr/
r:tfr/Jfir~r/lfn)rl'l/ /W;t}i.<Nt,tt«Ut/¢/Qtjgil)'d,fityjwithout credit or
originality: use of another's proiect or program or oart
thereof without giving credit .
674.4

Policy on Plagiarism. Plagiarism may be considered a form of
cheating and therefore subject to the same policy <fef,(jrJ'QefJ
{lfJ.f,t(jtToJtf(fli+.B/aiJpyefwhich reauires notification of the
Dean of Student Affairs and includes Possible disciplinary
action {See 674.2). However, as there may beJ!jfJqeflf:rle/
l)et~Qe.ilmf~lttf.>A'~/~t.6¢;~iP/'I~\t Pf/J¢/a,tt,efJ.~vrt ~

f/Jtr(utt/ tctrf.~iiJ.jtflfc:J.¢r!cfJ.tclflt1oftfi'l 'ftpftrppr)~¢ technical

.·

plagiarism which is the result of poor learning or poor
attention to format. and may occur without any intent to
deceive. some instructor discretion is appropriate. Under
such circumstances. notification of the Dean of Student
Affairs is not required . JtVth.t ~f!firltpf p~j'af~¢. A n
instructor may choose to counsel the student and offer a
remedy (within his authority) which is less severe than that
required for cheating, providing there was no obvious intent
to deceive. However, an instructor may not penalize a student
for plagiarism in any way without advising the student that a
penalty has been imposed , and further advising that 1!. n
appeal is possible through the Fairness Board, once the
department head has bee·n consulted regard ing the appeal. · .
'rnstructors sho uld
con"fident that plag iar ism has occu"rred :
if there is anv doubt. the student should be consulted and/or
additional information sought prior to taking action for
plagiarism. Students' rights shall be ensured through
attention to due process .

be

Proposed By:
Student Affairs Committee/
Fairness Board Committee
February 17, 1987
Revised May 3. 1988
• ' :,. .... . ,:': I
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-48The existing CAM section on cheating and plagiarism reads as follows:
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674

Cheating

674.1

First offense for cheating is an "F" course grade, and further
attendance in that class is prohibited. A report in writing
including evidence must be made by the instructor to the
department head. The department head will notify the Dean
of Students of the action taken.

674.2

Second reported offense is considered sufficient cause for the
initiation of disciplinary action in accordance with the
current Student Disciplinary Procedures of The California
State University and Colleges.

674.3

A student wishing to challenge the course instructor's
decision that a cheating offense has been committed may
appeal to the head of the department in which the course is
offered, the dean of the school, and ultimately to the Fairness
Board for a hearing in accordance with procedural due
process. This is a committee of the Academic Senate; see
Appendix XI for details of procedures .
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-49Adopted : _ __ _ __
ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo. California

Background statement: Over the past two years. the University Professional Leave
Committee (UPLC) has seen an increase in the number of sabbatical and difference-in-pay
leave requests where the proposal is dependent. in all or in part, upon outside funding
with an award being announced after the committee's review deadline .
AS-_-88/_ _
RESOLUTION ON
MODIFICATION OF .APPLICATION FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITH PAY. FORM

.

.

WHEREAS,

A number of faculty proposals for sabbatical or difference-in-pay leaves
depend alL or in part, on outside funding; and

WHEREAS,

The University Professional Leave Committee (UPLC) must evaluate and/or
rank the sabbaticals and difference-in-pay leave proposals within a time
line that may be before an award is made known to the applicant; and

WHEREAS,

The UPLC Chair must call both the chairs of the School-wide Professional
Leave Committee (SPLC) or Library Professional Leave Committee (LPLC) and
the applicant to inquire about the effect on the proposal if funding is not
awarded; and

WHEREAS,

It would be convenient for the SPLC, LPLC, and the UPLC to know the effect
on the proposal when reviewing the application; therefore, be it

RESOLVED :

That a question "8" be added to the Personnel Form 112, "Application for
Leave of Absence With Pay," pertaining to outside funding for sabbatical
.anddiffer:e.n<;e.-.in:::Pay:leavesW..hich..,;rea.dsasfollow.s:
.: -,., : ·· .·
: .
.
..
. .
. ·.
.

·' ·.·.. . .

~ ·..

:·.
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..·.
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•

.;,.;

If yes, describe how funds will be used .
Has the grant or other assistance been awarded?
_YES _ _ NO
( 1) If no . when will an award be announced? _ _ _ _ __
(2) If no, how will your proposal be affected)f!i~ /1"11/if~ fsf
fl(J ¥' f<*t.li q'Q-b;ijjl,.g ?

a.
b.

.·

.

Have you applied for a grant, other financial assistance, or related
employment for your proposal? _ _ YES _ _ NO

8.

o

. ··:··
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·.,.. .- ·'.. .~- .-:;···._:- >. .. ::: -.-_· .Prop~-sed..B~ : ·.
.

University Professional' Leave
Committee
May 3. 1988
Revised May 10, 1988
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-50Adopted : _ __ _ __
ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California
Background statement: Over the past two years, the University Professional Leave
Committee (UPLC) has reviewed a number of sabbatical and difference-in-pay proposals
that were poorly written and/or weak when compared to school or library criteria.
Although school and/or library committees have ranked these proposals low, they have
approved them. The UPLC recommends that if a proposal is weak or poorly written , it
should still be forwarded by the school or library committees, but given a negative
recommendation.
AS-_-88/_ _
RESOLUTION ON
CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL OF LEAVE OF ABSENCE WITH PAY PROPOSALS

·.

WHEREAS,

There are a number of ~dcirly "//lkittf/ri applications for sabbaticals and
difference-in-pay leaves submitted each year which are not judged to meet
the school or library criteria; and

WHEREAS,

These proposals are ranked low by the School-wide Professional Leave
Committee (SPLC) or Library Professional Leave Committee (LPLC) but
recommended for approval; and

WHEREAS,

Some of these t}fJ~I/ proposals will eventually be funded du·e to low numbers
of applications within a school or when approved leaves are subsequently
declined due to personal reasons resulting in the P~C/r/lt Mr)yt.¢J;i proposals
receiving a higher priority ranking than originally intended; and

WHEREAS,

PrJdr!Ihese proposals should not be funded; therefore, be it

RESOLVED.:· ·

·: Th~tth~ si>Lca:~d .LPLC gi~e· a riegativ~- ~6c6trimeri:datia·~ toN~

...

.

.,

,

i~p'llcfatmh.Stb.Uo'rh!l.*Jd.g iclrtvl~rjj~f/. tdtbk/TJ11l,t(/to the UPLC for applications
that do not meet school or library criteria; and, be it further

~

.

~...

.

.

. ..

RESOLVED:

That the "Leave With Pay Guidelines" be modified as follows:

. .......

School-wide Professional Leave Committees (SPLC)
C.
3.
Rtlj,e.Ct S,abbatical and difference-in-pay applications that do
. not meet established University and school guidelines should
. be given a negative recommendation.
:_ .....·
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Library Professional' _Leave· ·Committee (LPLC)
C.
.
3.
R¢j,e.Ct S,abbatical and difference-in-pay applications that do
not meet established University and school library guidelines
should be given a negative recommendation .
~I

1_.

Proposed By:
University Professional
Leave Committee
May 3. 1988
May 10. 1988

·.

-51Adopted : _ _ _ _ __

ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California
Background statement: Currently, membership on all School Professional Leave
Committees (SPLC) and the Library Professional Leave Committee (LPLC) is not uniform
throughout the University. The University Professional Leave Committee (UPLC)
recommends that uniform membership requirements with staggered terms will provide
consistency and continuity of membership in deliberating on sabbatical and difference
in-pay leave proposals.

AS-_-88/_ _
RESOLUTION ON
MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOOL-WIDE/LIBRARY
PROFESSIONAL LEAVE COMMITIEES
WHEREAS,

Continuity of membership on all School-wide Professional Leave Committees
(SPLC) and the Library Professional Leave Committee (LPLC) is not uniform
throughout the University; and

WHEREAS,

Membership on all SPLC and the LPLC is not uniform throughout the
University; therefore, be it

RESOLVED:

That all SPLC and the LPLC have committee membership of two years with
one-half of the members being elected in even years and the other half in
odd years; and be it further

RESOLVED:

That the "Leave With Pay Guidelines" be modified as follows:

,.

'Sch~ol-=-vide' Pro:re~~io~'ai L'~~v~ co'Ji~ittees (SPLC)
A.

·. .

.

...

Membership
(First paragraph remains the same)
(Add second paragraph as follows:) Once elected. members of the
committee serve two-year terms with one-half of the members being
elected in even years and the other half in odd years .

Library Professional Leave Committee (LPLC)

A.

....

:.·.... .~· . ·.·<·.~::·..... :..

...... _

. .:

,:

,. ..

.-·.:

. .
·~

Membership
.
·(first.paragraph· remains the same) . .
.
.
. <ACi4:seCQ~d·p~ragr~ph _, as follows:) Onc·e elected, -member>S·of th·e· ..·..· : .: . . . '.. ..
. ::·.
·cOm.'mittee serve 'fi\Vo::.ye.ar'·tetms'witli one-:h·a if.·o'f'the·:nrem'he'rs 'hein"g : ..
· ·elected in even years and the other-half in odd years.
I

Proposed By:
University Professional
Leave Committee
May 3. 1988
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Adopted: _ _ _ _ __
ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo. California

AS-_-88/_ _
RESOLUTION ON
INITIAL APPOINTMENTS OF TENURE TRACK FACULTY

WHEREAS,

The screening process for the appointment of tenure-track faculty is
thorough and comprehensive; and

WHEREAS.

The department peer review process for the retention of first year tenure
track faculty must be completed in November of the first year; and

WHEREAS.

The peer review of first year tenure-track faculty provides little or no
information not known during the appointment process; therefore. be it

RESOLVED:

That initial appointments of tenure-track faculty who are not credited with
two years of service be made for two years.

-:

. · ..

~

'

·. . .

'

.,

Prop.o sed By:
Personnel Policies Committee
May 3,1988
Revised May 10. 1988

Note : If this resolution is adopted by the Senate and approved by the President. then
tenure-track faculty members. who are in ·their first year at Cal Poly , are subject to~ . · .
., . . · periodic evaluation (see··CfA-:.CSUUnitlAg'reeme.il.t. Section..l·5.25~-. Thisevalua.tion: mustbe ·:·
completed by .the·end ·o f that first year . In their second year at Cal Poly. they are s·ub ject to ...
a Perforn1ance Review for retention - see T1metable fot' appropriate deadlines .

·.:·

..

...

-53Adopted: _ _ _ __ _
ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California
Background statement:
On September 15. 1987, the Vice President for Academic Affairs sent a memo to the deans
with the subject heading "Retention, Tenure and Promotion Cycle--1987-88." The
Personnel Policies Committee has reviewed this memo (and attachments) and submits the
following resolution .
The September 15. 1987 memo addresses the issue of confidentiality in the following
paragraph:
Custodians of the files and PRC chairs are to ensure the confidentiality of
those files. There should be no duplication of file materials except for
copies made for the candidate or appropriate administrator, or for
distribution at PRC meetings. At the conclusion of each meeting, the file
custodian (or PRC chair) is responsible to collect any duplicated
materials. Duplicated materials must be destroyed by the time PRC
deliberations are concluded.
The Personnel Policies Committee recommends that this paragraph should not apply to
candidate resumes. The resume is essential for Peer Review Committee members when they
are formulating recommendations. and the material contained in the resume is
information available to the public. Therefore. we recommend that copies of a candidate's
resume may be made available to Peer Review Committee members for use in their offices
or at home. etc.
AS-_-88/_ _
. RESOLUTION ON THE DISTRIBUTION ·OF
RESUMES DURING THE PEER REVIEW PROCESS

: .~

WHEREAS.

Effective peer review requires reasonable access to reliable information;
and

WHEREAS.

A faculty member's .resume consists of information available to the public
(e .g., papers presented, courses taught. etc.); therefore. be it

RESOLVED:

That copies of resumes of retention, tenure or promotion candidates may be
distributed to Peer Review Co.mmittee members for use at times other than
Peer .~eyiew Co.~mittee .m~et~~gs.
·
. .
.
.
.
..,
-. ··· ·. .·
· 'PrQ·posed By:· · .
· Personnei Policies Committee
May 3. 1988
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-54Adopted: _ _ _ _ __
ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo. California

Background statement:
On September 15. 1987, the Vice President for Academic Affairs sent a memo to the deans
with the subject heading "Retention. Tenure and Promotion Cycle--1987-88." The
Personnel Policies Committee has reviewed this memo (and attachments) and submits the
following resolution.
The September 15. 1987 memo addresses the issue of consolidated Peer Review Committee
recommendations in the following paragraph:
Departmental peer review committee members must be elected by the
probationary and tenured faculty of the department. Each school peer
review committee must be elected according to school procedures. With
respect to the peer review committee's vote, each peer review committee
evaluation report and recommendation shall be approved by a simple
majority of the membership of that committee. If peer review committee
members choose to submit individual recommendations instead of a
consolidated recommendation, then the individual recommendations
must be signed. Consolidated recommendations must be signed by every
member of the committee supporting that recommendation; those
disagreeing with a consolidated recommendation should file a signed
minority report which includes written reasons.
This paragraph has been the subject of some debate. and the Personnel Policies Committee
has proposed new wording to replace the last two sentences of this paragraph.
AS-_-88/_ _
RESOLUTION ON CONSOLIDATED
RECOMMENDATIONS OF PEER REVIEW COMMITTEES

WHEREAS.

There is uncertainty with respect to the use of consolidated
recommendations; therefore, be it

RESOLVED:

That each Peer Review Committee recommendation must be accompanied by
one of the following:
1.

I

~ ·.~

)

. . ..

. .

.

A majority report and a minority report (if applicable). Both reports
must include substantiating reasons and each report must be signed
by those Peer Review Committee members who support the report
and the substantiating reasons;
2.
·. 'Individual rec.ommendatioils f.r.om e~ch.member of. the· Peer ~evlew
. . . Comniittee. thes·e recomine:ridation.s mustinc.lude substantiating"·....
reasons and must be signed.
3.
A combination of 1 and 2 above: A majority report. a minority report
(if applicable). and individual recommendations from those members
of the Peer Review Committee who support neither the majority nor
the minority report.
Proposed By:
Personnel Policies Committee
May 3. 1988
Revised May 10. 1988

-55Adopted: _ _ _ _ __
ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California

AS-_-88/_ _
RESOLUTION ON
THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS AT CAL POLY

RESOLVED:

That the Academic Senate of Cal Poly endorse the attached "Response of the
GE&B (General Education and Breadth) Committee on the Issue of
Assessment."
Proposed By:
General Education and Breadth
Committee
May 3.1988
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RECEIVED
MAR 2 1988

RESPONSE OF THE GE&B COMMITTEE
ON THE ISSUE OF ASSESSMENT

Academic Senate

The GE&B Committee supports the system of assessment as it has been implemented at
Cal Poly. Assessment is comprehensive, overlapping, and an ongoing process at Cal
Poly. These assessments allow, (1} faculty to employ a variety of techniques to
measure student performance in the classroom throughout the student•s academic
career, (2} faculty to make adjustments to their approaches to the classroom as a
result of peer and student evaluations, (3} faculty to ensure that the appropriate
level of teaching and professional growth is being maintained before reten
tion/promotion considerations, (4) independent accrediting agencies, boards and
evaluation teams to verify the professional integrity of various programs and
(5) those inside and outside of the academic structure to have confidence that the
university as a whole has a program consistent with superior educational and
professional standards.
In general, assessment of the educational function at Cal Poly can be categorized
into four separate but interrelated components: the University, its academic
disciplines and degree granting programs, the faculty, and the students.
The University: the institution is evaluated regularly according to the established
standards of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.
Degree-Granting Programs: specific degree granting programs at the institution
undergo periodic evaluation to continue their professional accreditation. For
example, the Accrediting Board for Engineering and Technology, National Architectural
Accrediting Board, American Council for Construction Education, the American Society
of Landscape Architects, and the American Planning Association are involved in
assessing and maintaining professional standards with the five departments ··in the
School of Architecture; the 13 accredited programs in the School of Engineering
are regularly evaluated according to the standards of the Engineering Accreditation
(;om.mJssion gt th.E! _Ac.c red1tation Boarq .for .Engi!')ee.ring and Technology, a,nd_, t_he. ·
Technology -Accreditation Commissio-n ·o f the Accred1.tatlon· so·ard for.Engineetirig 'and· ,·.
Technology. A number of other degree granting programs are evaluated by their
specific accrediting societies. Some disciplines do not have professional
accrediting boards; it is common for these disciplines to have an outside evaluation
team review their programs every 3-5 years.

..

The Faculty: all rank and class faculty at Cal Poly are expected to have the
terminal degree appropriate to their discipline. Probationary faculty are subject
to annual review which includes assessment by peers and student evaluations. Faculty
who are to be promoted from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor, or Associate
Profe~so~ to Professor are also evaluated by peers and s tudent evalu ati ons prior to
a recor:mnendation. Full professors are subj ect· to post- t enure review accord i ng to
an. ·e·st-~bl·ished ·Sqhed.ule~ Jn or·der :qual i..f y: for ' · r:~·teri fi qn . ~ r pf-.omot'ion ~. · f~culty. . ·
have to demonstrate ·satisfactory classroom perfor mance and' re l at ed professi·on al
activny which includes evidence of profes si on al growt h and develo pment . ·

.to

Students: all incoming students must meet not only the minimum qualifications to
enroll in the CSU, but stricter standards for a number of impacted programs on
campus. The grades students receive in their courses are based on a number of
assessments: exams , laboratory reports, short papers, term papers, homework, oral
present a tion s , and grouo ~roje c ~ s where applicable. Additional l y, all students must

-57

p.2

successfully pass the Entry Level Mathematics Test and Junior Writing Exam prior to
graduation. Moreover, all students must complete a senior project before the
baccalaureate degree is awarded. While senior projects vary considerably depending
upon the student•s major, their intent is to demonstrate a student•s research and
writing capabilities.
Some have suggested that examinations at the time of graduation would enable us to
better assess our educational programs. Such a testing program would be redundant
to the extensive student examination program already in place. Our students
currently average around forty examinations each academic year.
There is one important aspect of higher education that is extremely difficult to
evaluate. All of our programs, and particularly GE&B, prepare our students to begin
a lifelong individual educational process. How well that process is implanted in
our students is a key to their success, including the contribution they make to our
society, many years after graduation. There is no known method for evaluating this
process, primarily because of the length of time involved before it has an impact. .
In addition, the process is strongly affected by many other factors in the graduate•s
environment besides their undergraduate education.
The GE&B Committee believes that the current assessment tools used at Cal Poly are
more than adequate. The development of more assessment tools would simply increase
the cost of operating the institution without enhancing the evaluation of its
performance.
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-58Adopted: _ _ _ __ _

ACADEMIC SENATE
OF
CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY
San Luis Obispo, California
AS-_-88/_ _
RESOLUTION ON
LIBRARY ACQUISITION FUNDS
WHEREAS,

Cal Poly's mission as a polytechnical university within the California State
University system precipitates the need for more expensive technical and
science-oriented publications; and

WHEREAS.

Periodical and book prices continue to rise at inflation rates higher than the
rise in the Consumer Price Index; and

WHEREAS.

The inflation rate for books will have increased 18 percent from 1985/86 to
1988/89; and

WHEREAS,

The inflation rate for periodicals will have increased 30 percent from
1985/86 to 1988/89; and

WHEREAS.

The acquisition budgets for both books and periodicals will have increased
only 1.99 percent from 1985/86 to_198~/89; and . · _
_ .

·..

··· . · · ·
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WHEREAS.

The resulting loss of purchasing power has seriously reduced the number of
new book and periodical titles that can be acquired by the Library; and

WHEREAS.

The continuous depletion of book and periodical buying power will have a
direct negative impact on the entire student/faculty body; and

-·~ ·wm:IttAs; :- ·.::_ra.'c~tiY:.~ei~;6~;5· t:r<>k ~11' s-~~oo·i~ ~it!li'h: -~ii~·un:i~~;-;it)>"b:'a~e ei~-fe~eci

-··- ::_ ·

concern about their increasing inability to secure new journals; and
WHEREAS.

The need to retain core periodical and serial subscriptions has substantially
reduced the funds available for books; and

WHEREAS.

The diminution of book funds does not allow the Library to adequately
maintain current levels of curricular support or sustain new course
requirements; therefore, be it

RESOLVED:

That the Academic S.enate support restoration of book and periodical
·inflationary adjustments to th~ annual Library materials bu_dget formula 
·and send.a co.py_o_f.this·resolution to the statewide Academic-Senate an_d-th_e ·. -. .
Cha:ricellor's Office: -.: -: : - _ .
. . ·· ·. · ·,
· ·· · ,- · ·. ·. ·.· · ·· · · - ·

. . .;.

.· _.

Proposed By:
Library Committee
May 3.1988

-59ROBERT E. KENNEDY LIBRARY

A MATTER OF GRAVE CONCERN

There has not been a time in the recent history of the
Library when the budget shortfall has been as critical as it now
is. No longer does the Library have the ability to procure
books, periodicals, and serials that will adequately support the
instructional and research needs of the University community.
The acquisition budget has simply not kept pace with inflation.
The impact of this is illustrated as follows:
Point 1:

Flat Budget

--During the past three years the budget increase has
averaged less than 1% per year.
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Point 2:

Inflation

--While the budget increase has averaged less than 1% per
year over the past three years, the inflation rate for
books, periodicals, and serials has been substantial.
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Point 3:

A Dilemma

--This dilemma, i.e. a flat acquisitions budget vs. a
precipitous inflation rate of books and periodicals has
had and will have a devastating impact.
--If no further cuts are made in either periodicals or
serials and if the budget does not receive a substantial
augmentation, then the 1988/89 scenario will be:
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1.

$573,000 will be required to maintain the current
periodical subscription base of 3,030 titles compared
to the $459,000 spent for 3,230 titles just three
years ago.

2.

$323,400 will be required to maintain the current
serials subscription base of 2,180 titles compared to
the $298,000 spent for 2,680 titles just three years
ago.

3.

Orily '$317~0-oo · w·ili be l ·e ft to ·purchas~ orily 6 ., '890
volumes as compared to the $433,000 spent for 11,560
volumes just three years ago.
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periodical costs have absorbed an increasing portion of the
budget causing fewer book and serials purchases.
--The Library has received over 230 requests for new
periodical subscriptions - present funding makes it
impossible to procure any of these without cuts in the
current subscription base .
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Point 4:

What if

--If the same budget/inflation rate scenario extends into
the next three years, the procurement of periodicals will
compare as follows:
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Point 4:

What if

(continued)

--If the same budget/inflation rate scenario extends into
the next three years, the procurement of serials will
compare as follows:
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Point 4:

What if

(continued)

--If the same budget/inflation rate scenario extends into
the next three years, the procurement of books will
compare as follows:
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Point 5:

The Prob_lems of Poly

--cal Poly's funding problems are disproportionate to those .·' ,'.
of other academic institutions because of its polytechnic- ···
oriented curriculum. For example·:
·
--The Library's average cost for a subscription is
$168.22 which is 74.6 percent higher than the $96.36
given as the national average.*
--The average cost per subscription in the ··
science/technology areas is:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

'; . . :

...

:: ~ :·
··:,

. ..

Biology
- $342.75 (up 55.6% from $220.22 .,.in ·: ~ 84)
Chemistry
812.76 (up 62.9% from 489.89 .':in '·' 84)
civil Engr
188.64 (up 59.8% from 118.05 . in ·· 1 84)
Mathematics - 335.44 (up 67.7% from 200.06 . in 1 84)
Physics
414.63 (up 68.5% · from · 246.04 :·in 1 84)
~

'

t

--Many science/technology journals are only available from
foreign publishers. Consequently Cal Poly tends to have
a higher proportion of its subscriptions come from abr.o ad
(approximately 23%). The dollar decline plus an
exceptionally high profit ratio of those publishers has
escalated costs of all foreign publications. For example
the average cost of foreign periodicals is $250.30
compared to $143.96 for domestic publications.
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p'olyi's, r~lati\re 'is~latio~. fr'b~ other major library
collections also exacerbates - the problem. A visit to
Berkeley, stanford, UCLA, and usc is not easily
accomplished. Furt.hermore reliance on. other CSU
libraries via interlibrary loan may prove problematical.
It has been estimat.ed that inadequate acquisition budgets
within the csu during the past year resulted in:

···--cai

--40,000 book volumes not being purchased
--1,550 periodical titles being cancelled

·.

·.·· .~ ' .

·:.... . -~acqpis.iti~:ni ·of :ph¢rio-<discs:~. musiC.' sco.res'·~ -niicro : forms.~
'·
· micro software, and videos ·beirig curtailed ..

*Based on Ebsco Subscription base of 2,542 periodicals and data
from the Library Materials Price Index Committee of the
American Library Association.
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Point 6:

The Solution

--obviously an infusion of dollars at least sufficient to
keep pace with inflation would retain a status-quo
collection.
--Improvement of the dollar value abroad (foreign journals
anticipate a 30% inflation rate next year) and
curtailment of discriminatory pricing policies.
--supplementary fund raising via "adopt-a-journal", Library
Associates (contributed approximately $8,000 to Library
this past year), and other programs.
--A recognition by budget-making authorities of the
critical nature of the problem.
(A resolution is being
prepared by Cal Poly's Academic Senate and the state-wide
Academic Senate.)
--Without the infusion of funds continued entrenchment of
periodical and serial titles will be necessary.
--A concerted effort by academic librarians to inform
certain publishers that their unreasonable profit ratios
· and . price escalation will·.precipitate ·united act'ion that
will in the long range erode their profitability .
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Projection of Titles/Volumes Acquired
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Projection of Proportionate Spending
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CHANGES TO 'l'HE CHEATING AND PLAGIARISM RESOLUTION IN THE 5 I 24 I 88 AGENDA
APPEAR IN CAPITAL LETTERS AND UNDERLINED.

exam without the permission of the instructor; using or
displaying notes, "cheat sheets," or other information devices
inappropriate to the prescribed test conditions; allowing
someone other than the officially enrolled student to
represent same.
674.3' 2

Policy on Cheating
Cheating requires an "F" course grade and further attendance
in the course is prohibited. HOWEVER. IF A STUDENT DENIES
CHEATING. S/HE SHALL BE PERMITTED TO REMAIN IN THE
CLASS THROUGH THE APPEALS PROCESS. The instructor is
obligated to place evidence of the cheating in writing before
the Dean of Student Affairs with copies to the department
head of the course involved, to the student, and to the
department head of the student's major. Physical evidence,
circumstantial evidence, and testimony of observation may be
included. Said memorandum should notify the student that if
he or she denies cheating an appeal is possible through the
Fairness Board once the department head of the course of
record has been consulted regarding the appeal. Instructors
should be confident that cheating has occurred: if there is
any doubt. the student should be consulted and/or additional
information sought prior to taking action for cheating.
Students' rights shall be ensured through attention to due
process.
I,tiitr'lJ'ctQ'r~

$l)lo,UYQ!ljeyt <,ii)'ig~zyt;il;i f~q,ti,t¥1£!PJlfepfi;tll I I

ot>t>!llr;tl,i¢¢.¢sl0t ,C~Efciti,I'lg J.C/ ¢cjcJ.lf·l

Iilltbi lde'ni iliat Alie/Jl>¢'ah/df1Sht'<fe.iltsli.d¢tit1fle,S AlstvtteJ'itlto
b'elgU.{l.iy' 0f/ m.Ovelthan' .Oriel ¢hMVin'gl <iff¢tis¢Jt.h1sls)'l;.ilf Y,¢ I I
c6ris1(1{~r.ed .Su'ffiCYent ¢'<¥u/3f/ for ltJ'i¢ lMVifttYo.iliQflcU&tlW.ih.tli'Y
aet'i0n'./
The Dean of Student Affairs shall determine if any
disciplinary action is required in addition to the assignment
of a failing grade. Disciplinary actions which are possible
include. but are not limited to: required special counseling,
special paper or research assignments. loss of student
teaching or research appointments. loss of membership in
organizations. suspension or dismissal from individual
programs or from the University. The most severe of these
possible actions shall be reserved for grievous cheating
offenses or more than one offense by an individual.
674Q J

Definition of Plagiarism
Plagiarism is defined as the act of using the ideas or work of
another person or persons as if they were one's own, without
giving proper credit to the source. Such an act is not
plagiarism if it is ascertained that the ideas were arrived at
through independent reasoning or logic or where the
thought or idea is common knowledge.

S' J'

Acknowledgement of an original author or source must be
made through appropriate references; i.e., quotation marks,
footnotes, or commentary. Examples of plagiarism include,
but are not limited to, the following: the submission of a
work, either in part or in whole, completed by another;
failure to give credit for ideas, statements, facts or
conclusions which rightfully belong to another; failure to
use quotation marks when quoting directly from another,
whether it be a paragraph, a sentence, or even a part thereof;
close and lengthy paraphrasing of another's writing qtj
i>v'ogtafu'nimg I Miiht>.Ut ¢rk0U ))f .6ftgiba1Jtb without credit or
originality: use of another's project or program or part
thereof without giving credit .
674.4

Policy on Plagiarism. Plagiarism may be considered a form of
cheating and therefore subject to the same policy A.eseiw¢d'
l!Y'Seet10li 674'.?1 ali<YVe which requires notification of the
Dean of Student Affairs and includes possible disciplinary
action (See 674.2) . However, as there may be a fj/1¢ 1i/1ri

'Dfitwkirl ¢1iliiitv11m iuid ediiotihl¢ A¥Atb!Iio6t itt-tfintibn/M

Jdsirluit6i .diSirkt10li ls!a-Vt>tot>iiMe technical
plagiarism which is the result of poor learning or poor
attention to format. and may occur without any intent to
deceive. some instructor discretion is appropriate. Under
such circumstances. notification of the Dean of Student
Affairs is not required . ;I¢ tlie/ ltvknV Q'f/Jilag'iarAW, A n
instructor may choose to counsel the student and offer a
remedy (within his/HER authority) which is less severe than
that required for cheating, providing there was no obvious
intent to deceive. However, an instructor may not penalize a
student for plagiarism in any way without advising the
student that a penalty has been imposed . THE INSTRUCTOR
SHOULD further ADVISE that ~ n appeal is possible through the
Fairness Board, once the department head has been consulted
regarding the appeal. Instructors should be confident that
plagiarism has occurred. If there is any doubt. the student
should be consulted and/or additional information sought
prior to taking action for plagiarism. Students' rights shall
be ensured through attention to due process .
f'otmat',/s!Odu~
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